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Abstract
A rectilinear polygon is a polygon whose edges are axis-aligned. Walking counterclock-
wise on the boundary of such a polygon yields a sequence of left turns and right turns.
The number of left turns always equals the number of right turns plus 4. It is known that
any such sequence can be realized by a rectilinear polygon. In this paper, we consider the
problem of finding realizations that minimize the perimeter or the area of the polygon or
the area of the bounding box of the polygon. We show that all three problems are NP-hard
in general. Then we consider the special cases of x-monotone and xy-monotone rectilinear
polygons. For these, we can optimize the three objectives efficiently.
An extended abstract of this paper had inaccuracies in the NP-hardness proof which
have been now addressed.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of computing, for a given rectilinear angle sequence,
a “small” rectilinear polygon that realizes the sequence. A rectilinear angle sequence S is
a sequence of left (+90◦) turns, denoted by L, and right (−90◦) turns, denoted by R. We
write S = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ {L, R}n, where n is the length of S. As we consider only rectilinear angle
sequences, we usually drop the term “rectilinear.” A polygon P realizes an angle sequence S
if there is a counterclockwise (ccw) walk along the boundary of P such that the turns at the
vertices of P , encountered during the walk, form the sequence S. The turn at a vertex v of P is
a left or right turn if the interior angle at v is 90◦ (v is convex) or, respectively, 270◦ (v is reflex).
We call the problem Minimum Rectilinear Polygon for Given Angle Sequence.
In order to measure the size of a polygon, we only consider polygons that lie on the integer
grid. In this context, the area of a polygon P corresponds to the number of grid cells that lie in
the interior of P . The bounding box of P is the smallest axis-parallel enclosing rectangle of P .
The perimeter of P is the sum of the lengths of the edges of P . The task is, for a given angle
sequence S, to find a simple1 polygon that realizes S and minimizes
(a) its bounding box,
(b) its area, or
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1We use the following strong notion of simplicity: A polyline is simple if it visits every grid point at most once.
Thus, neither crossings nor revisits of a same point are allowed. Similarly, a polygon is simple if the (closed)
polyline realizing its boundary is simple.
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(b) Area 10, perimeter 22.
Figure 1. Two polygons realizing the same angle sequence. The bounding box of both polygons has
area 20, but a shows a polygon of minimum perimeter and b one of minimum area.
(c) its perimeter.
Thereby, minimizing the bounding box is short for minimizing the area of the bounding box.
Figure 1 shows that, in general, the three criteria cannot be minimized simultaneously.
Obviously, the angle sequence of a polygon is unique (up to rotation), but the number of
polygons that realize a given angle sequence is unbounded. The formula for the angle sum of a
polygon implies that, in any angle sequence, n = 2r + 4, where n is the length of the sequence
and r is the number of right turns. In other words, the number of right turns is exactly four
less than the number of left turns.
Related Work. Bae et al. [2] considered, for a given angle sequence S, the polygon P (S)
that realizes S and minimizes its area. They studied the following question: Given a number n,
find an angle sequence S of length n such that the area of P (S) is minimized, or maximized.
Let δ(n) denote the minimum area and let ∆(n) denote the maximum area for n. They showed
(i) δ(n) = n/2− 1 if n ≡ 4 mod 8, δ(n) = n/2 otherwise, and
(ii) ∆(n) = (n− 2)(n+ 4)/8 for any n with n ≥ 4.
The result for ∆(n) tells us that any angle sequence S of length n can be realized by a polygon
with area at most (n− 2)(n+ 4)/8.
Several authors have explored the problem of realizing a turn sequence. Culberson and
Rawlins [6] and Hartley [10] described algorithms that, given a sequence of exterior angles
summing up to 2pi, construct a simple polygon realizing that angle sequence. Culberson and
Rawlins’ algorithm, when constrained to ±90◦ angles, produces polygons with no colinear edges,
implying that any n-vertex polygon can be drawn with area approximately (n/2− 1)2. However,
as Bae et al. [2] showed, the bound is not tight.
In his PhD thesis, Sack [12] introduced label sequences (which are equivalent to turn se-
quences) and, among others, developed a grammar for label sequences that can be realized as
simple rectilinear polygons.
Vijayan and Wigderson [14] considered the problem of efficiently drawing rectilinear graphs,
of which rectilinear polygons are a special case, using an edge labeling that is equivalent to a
turn sequence in the case of paths and cycles.
In graph drawing, the standard approach to drawing a graph of maximum degree 4 orthogo-
nally (that is, with rectilinear edges) is the topology–shape–metrics approach of Tamassia [13]:
(1) Compute a planar(ized) embedding, that is, a circular order of edges around each vertex
that admits a crossing-free drawing;
(2) compute an orthogonal representation, that is, an angle sequence for each edge and an
angle for each vertex;
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Table 1. Summary of our results.
Type of sequences Minimum area Min. bounding box Minimum perimeter
general NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard
x-monotone O(n4) O(n3) O(n2)
xy-monotone O(n) O(n) O(n)
(3) compact the graph, that is, draw it inside a bounding box of minimum area.
Unless P = NP, Step (3) does not admit a PTAS for planar graphs, as shown by Patrignani [11],
and it is inapproximable within a polynomial factor for non-planar graphs, as shown by Bannis-
ter et al. [3]. Note that an orthogonal representation computed in step (2) is essentially an angle
sequence for each face of the planarized embedding, so our problem corresponds to step (3) in
the special case that the input graph is a simple cycle.
Another related work contains the reconstruction of a simple (non-rectilinear) polygon from
partial geometric information. Disser et al. [7] constructed a simple polygon in O(n3 log n) time
from an ordered sequence of angles measured at the vertices visible from each vertex. The run
time was improved to O(n2), which is optimal in the worst-case [5]. Biedl et al. [4] considered
polygon reconstruction from points (instead of angles) captured by laser scanning devices. Very
recently, Asaeedi et al. [1] encloses a given set of points by a simple polygon whose vertices are
a subset of the points and that optimizes some criteria (minimum area, maximum perimeter or
maximum number of vertices). The vertex angles are constrained to lie below a threshold.
Our Contribution. First, we show that finding a minimum polygon that realizes a given
angle sequence is NP-hard for any of the three measures: bounding box area, polygon area, and
polygon perimeter; see Section 2. This hardness result extends the one of Patrignani [11] and
settles an open question that he posed. We note that in an extended abstract [8] on this paper
there were some inaccuracies in our proof that now have been addressed.
In this paper, we also give efficient algorithms for special types of angle sequences, namely xy-
and x-monotone sequences, which are realized by xy-monotone and x-monotone polygons, re-
spectively. For example, Figure 1 depicts an x-monotone polygon realizing the x-monotone se-
quence LLRRLLRLLRLRLLRLRLLR. Our algorithms for these angle sequences minimize the bound-
ing box and the area (Section 3) and the perimeter (Section 4). For an overview of our results,
see Table 1. Throughout this paper, a segment is always an axis-aligned line segment.
2 NP-Hardness of the General Case
In contrast to the special cases that we efficiently solve in later sections, the general case of our
problem turns out to be NP-hard. In two steps, we show NP-hardness for all three objectives:
minimizing the perimeter of the polygon, the area occupied by the polygon, and the area of the
bounding box. First, in Section 2.1, we consider the base problem defined below from whose
NP-hardness we then derive the three desired results in Section 2.1.
The setting of the base problem is a little different from the general case. Given an angle
sequence S, we do not look for a polygon that realizes it while minimizing one of the three
objectives, but for a polyline that lies within some given rectangle. We say that a (simple
rectilinear) polyline P realizes S if we can walk along P from one of its endpoints to the other
one and observe exactly the same angle sequence as S. Note that the endpoints of P do not have
angles, hence, a polyline that realizes S has |S|+ 2 vertices (including its endpoints) and |S|+ 1
3
W ≈ m · 2ρ
H ≈ (B + 6)ρ
≈ 2ρ
≈ 2ρ
≈ (ai + 2)ρ
?
bi
Figure 2. Overview of our reduction for m = 3. The boxes are shaded.
edges. Furthermore, if all edges of P have unit length, then peri(P ) = |S|+ 1. For polylines in
this section, we define |P | as the number of inner vertices of P , that is, |P | = |S|. Throughout
the section, we will interchangeably use the names of angle sequences to refer to fixed polylines
realizing them. For example, peri(S) would denote the perimeter of a polyline realizing S that
we fixed before.
FitBoundingBox: An instance 〈S,W,H〉 of this problem consists of an angle sequence S and
positive even integers W and H. A feasible drawing of S (with respect to W and H) is a
simple rectilinear polyline P realizing S within an axis-parallel rectangle of width W + 10 and
height H + 10 such that the first and last edge of P are horizontal and such that P can be
extended to a simple polygon (not necessarily within the rectangle) by connecting its endpoints
with a simple rectilinear polyline. An instance is called a no-instance if there is no feasible
drawing of S. An instance is called a yes-instance if there is a feasible drawing of S within
an (even smaller) axis-parallel rectangle R of width W and height H such that the first vertex
of P lies in the upper-left corner of R and the last vertex of P lies in the lower-right corner
of R. An instance is valid if it is a yes- or a no-instance (note that not every instance is valid).
The problem is to decide whether a given valid instance of FitBoundingBox is a yes- or a
no-instance.
The “gap” between yes- and no-instances will help us to differentiate among them in our
hardness proof: To classify a valid instance as a yes-instance, it suffices to show that it admits
a feasible drawing, and, similarly, to classify it as a no-instance, it suffices to show that it does
not admit a feasible drawing in the smaller (W ×H)-rectangle.
2.1 NP-Hardness of FitBoundingBox
To show the NP-hardness of FitBoundingBox, we reduce from 3-Partition: Given a mul-
tiset A of 3m integers a1, . . . , a3m with
∑3m
i=1 ai = Bm, is there a partition of A into m subsets
such that, for each subset A′,
∑
a∈A′ a = B? It is known that 3-Partition is NP-hard even
if B is polynomially bounded in m and, for every a ∈ A, we have B/4 < a < B/2, which implies
that every subset must contain exactly three numbers [9].
Equivalently, we can ask the question whether we can pack 3m boxes, where the i-th box
has width 1 and height ai, into a rectangle of width m and height B. The problem remains the
same if, for some ρ, we scale the boxes and the rectangle horizontally by 2ρ and vertically by ρ.
Assuming B/4 < ai, the vertical space allows at most three boxes above each other. Hence, the
problem remains equivalent even if we further add 2ρ to the height of each box and 3 · 2ρ to the
height of the rectangle. Thus, the question is, can we pack 3m boxes b1, . . . , b3m, where bi has
width 2ρ and height aiρ+ 2ρ, into a rectangle of width W ≈ m · 2ρ and height H ≈ (B + 6)ρ?
See Fig. 2 for an overview of our reduction. We create an angle sequence S that contains, for
each bi, a subsequence called a snail whose minimum bounding box is bi. By ensuring that the
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aiρ+ 2(ai + 2)ρ
2ρ
outerLadderini
outerLadderoutiinnerDoubleLadderi
spiralouti
spiralini
Figure 3. A compact drawing of snaili, i ∈ {1, . . . , 3m}. Here, ρ = 4. The shaded area depicts the exte-
rior of the polygon that one obtains by interconnecting the endpoints of S. Note that innerDoubleLadderi
consists of two overlapping inner ladders (bold gray and bold dashed) that we define later.
snails are “more or less” disjoint, 3-Partition reduces to FitBoundingBox via the following
question: Can we draw S inside a (W ×H)-rectangle?
Theorem 1. FitBoundingBox is NP-hard.
We now prove Theorem 1. Let cW and cH be sufficiently big even constants that we discuss
at the end of the proof. Given an instance for 3-Partition as defined above, we set ρ = 4B3m7
and assume that m is larger than a sufficiently big constant depending on cW and cH . We set
W ′ = 2mρ+ cWm2
and
H ′ = (B + 6)ρ+ cHm
and choose W = W ′ − 10 and H = H ′ − 10 for our (W ×H)-rectangle R (note that W and H
are even as desired). In the following, we create step by step an angle sequence S for Fit-
BoundingBox consisting of 3m subsequences, called snails, each corresponding to an (integer)
number ai in A. We will show that 〈S,W,H〉 is a valid instance with the property that it is
a yes-instance of FitBoundingBox if and only if the 3-Partition instance is a yes-instance.
The number of angles in S (as well as the time to construct S) will be polynomially bounded
in m.
Before we define S, let us consider the snails. For ai ∈ A, a snail has the property that
if we draw it with minimum perimeter, then its bounding box has roughly width 2ρ and
height (ai + 2)ρ. Observe that W provides enough width to draw m snails next to each other
along a horizontal line, but not more than that (for sufficiently big values of m). Furthermore, H
provides enough height to draw three snails above each other (along a vertical line) if and only
if the corresponding numbers in A add up to at most B, provided m is sufficiently big; see
Fig. 2. By forcing that, in any feasible drawing of S, each snail is drawn with roughly minimum
perimeter, we will get the property that all the bounding boxes of the snails are basically disjoint
and drawn in one of m “columns” with three boxes per column. Hence, given the heights of the
boxes, this will allow us to directly “read” a solution to the underlying 3-Partition-instance.
We now describe a snail in more detail. Let ai be the corresponding number in A. The
“heart” of a snail is its inner double ladder. This is a y-monotone sequence built by alternating
two left and two right turns, and it has minimum width 1 and minimum height aiρ+ 2. It
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consists of two overlapping inner ladders that we define later. The inner double ladder is
placed in the center of two spirals that wind around it approximately ρ times (later we’ll give a
precise definition of winding that depends on the number of horizontal spiral edges); see Fig. 3.
The bounding box of the spirals will have width at least 2ρ and height at least (ai + 2)ρ. In order
to ensure that a spiral is winding around the inner double ladder, each spiral will end with a so
called outer ladder, a combination of a y- and an x-monotone sequence of some large minimum
length. A spiral winding around its outer ladder is thus much longer than when winding around
its inner ladder. Hence, it consumes many more grid points than in the other case. By ensuring
that the number of grid points in a (W ×H)-rectangle (and even in a (W ′ ×H ′)-rectangle)
is just big enough for every spiral being drawn with its minimum perimeter (that is, winding
around its inner double ladder), there won’t be enough free grid points for any spiral to be drawn
in a “bad way” (several times around the outer ladder). We will use the following upper bound
on the number of grid points in a (W ′ ×H ′)-rectangle (that also bounds its area W ′ ·H ′):
(W ′ + 1) · (H ′ + 1) = (2mρ+ cWm2) · ((B + 6)ρ+ cHm) +W ′ +H ′
≤ 2(B + 6)mρ2 + cWHBm2ρ (1)
where cWH is some sufficiently large constant.
Formally, we define the angle sequence snaili. The superscript “in” denotes that the respec-
tive angle sequence comes in S before the inner double ladder, whereas the superscript “out”
denotes that the sequence comes after the ladder. (Recall that the first and last vertex of a
polyline have no angles and are omitted in the angle sequence.) Note that snaili has exactly
two more right turns than left ones.
snaili = (outerLadder
in
i ) R (spiral
in
i ) R (innerDoubleLadderi) L (spiral
out
i ) L (outerLadder
out
i ) ,
where
outerLadderini = LR(RLLR)
ρR(LRRL)(ai+2)ρ/2+3R ,
spiralini = R
2ρ,
innerDoubleLadderi = (RRLL)
aiρ/2+1 ,
spiralouti = L
2ρ−2,
outerLadderouti = L(LRRL)
(ai+2)ρ/2+1L(RLLR)ρ .
Independently of how we complete our definition of the whole angle sequence S, as long
as all spiral drawings are rotated such that the inner double ladders start (and end) with
horizontal edges oriented to the right (as in Fig. 3), we can prove the following, using a number
of intermediate lemmas.
Proposition 1. Given a feasible drawing of S, we can efficiently decode a solution to the
underlying 3-Partition instance. In other words, if 〈S,W,H〉 is a yes-instance, then the
underlying 3-Partition instance is a yes-instance.
Fix some feasible drawing of S inside an axis-aligned (W ′ ×H ′)-rectangle R′. (Recall that
we have W ′ = W + 10 and H ′ = H + 10). Let κ = 1/(Bm2), and let ι = (1− 3κ). Note that
for increasing m, κ gets arbitrarily close to 0 and ι arbitrarily close to 1. Let the center of
an inner double ladder denote the center point of its bounding box. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, let Ri be
the box of width 2ιρ and height 2ιρ+ aiρ centered at the center of innerDoubleLadderi. Let R
denote the set of all these boxes.
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Observe that, by definition of ι, a box Ri has width slightly smaller than 2ρ and height
slightly smaller than (ai + 2)ρ. Later we use this fact to prove that these boxes are pairwise
disjoint if the drawing is feasible. If the boxes were slightly bigger, they possibly might overlap.
We now show a special case of Proposition 1. Later we will see that we can always assume
this “special case”, which will prove Proposition 1.
Lemma 1. If all boxes in R are pairwise disjoint and lie completely inside R′, then we can
efficiently decode a solution to the underlying 3-Partition instance.
Proof. We place the origin in the upper-left corner of R′ and, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we place a vertical
line at x-coordinate (2j − 1)ρ.
First, suppose that there is a box Ri ∈ R not intersected by any of these vertical lines.
Then Ri lies between two vertical lines as it is too wide (2ιρ) to fit before the leftmost or after
the rightmost vertical line (which offer only ρ and ρ+ cWm
2 horizontal space, respectively).
Recall that the distance between two vertical lines is 2ρ. Let j be the number of vertical lines
to the left of Ri. Observe that the distance between the left edge of Ri and the j-th vertical
line from the left is at most 2ρ− 2ιρ = 2(1− ι)ρ = 6κρ. Hence, the distance between the left
edge of Ri and the left edge of R
′ is at most (2j − 1 + 6κ)ρ. Consider any horizontal line that
intersects Ri. The number of boxes to the left of Ri intersected by this line is at most j − 1
since j boxes have total width
j · 2ιρ = 2j(1− 3κ)ρ = (2j − 6jκ)ρ > (2j − 1 + 6κ)ρ .
By repeating the same argument for the right side of Ri, we observe that any horizontal line
intersecting Ri intersects at most m− 1 boxes including Ri. Consider the parts of such a line
not covered by the boxes. Their total length inside R′ is at least W ′ − (m− 1)2ιρ ≥ 2ρ. Given
that Ri has height 2ιρ+ aiρ ≥ 2ρ, taking the integral over the uncovered parts of all horizontal
lines intersecting Ri gives us 2ρ · 2ρ = 4ρ2 as a lower bound on the total area to the left and to
the right of Ri (inside R
′) that is not covered by the boxes. However, this is a contradiction as
the total area of R′ is
2(B + 6)mρ2 + cWHBm
2ρ
by Inequality 1, and the total area occupied by all the boxes is at least
3m∑
i=1
2ιρ · (2ιρ+ aiρ)
=
3m∑
i=1
4ι2ρ2 + 2ιρ2
3m∑
i=1
ai
= 12m(1− 6κ+ 9κ2)ρ2 + 2Bm(1− 3κ)ρ2
≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2 − 72mκρ2 − 6Bmκρ2
≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2 − 78ρ2/m
implying an upper bound of cWHBm
2ρ+ 78ρ2/m ≤ 79ρ2/m (if ρ is sufficiently large) on the
total area not covered by the boxes. This, however, is less than the area of 4ρ2 that we lose to
the left and to the right of Ri if Ri is not intersected by a vertical line. Consequently, each box
in R is intersected by one of the m vertical lines.
Next, assume that each vertical line intersects exactly three boxes of R. These three boxes
correspond to three numbers in A, so each vertical line corresponds to a subset of A of cardi-
nality 3. Since there are 3m boxes and m vertical lines, and since each box is intersected by at
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1Figure 4. Two parallel edges with the same orientation must have distance at least 2. The interior of
the polygon is shaded.
least one vertical line, these subsets form a partition of the numbers in A. We claim that in each
such subset A′, the numbers sum up to at most B. This holds as otherwise
∑
a∈A′ a ≥ B + 1
and, thus, the total height of the three corresponding boxes would be at least∑
a∈A′
(2ιρ+ aρ) ≥ 6ιρ+ (B + 1)ρ > (B + 6)ρ+ cHm = H ′ (2)
(by using ι > 5/6 + 1/7 and 6/7ρ > cHm), which would be strictly greater than the height
of R′; a contradiction. Hence, given the total sum Bm of all numbers in A, the numbers of each
subset sum up to exactly B. Our partition is therefore a feasible solution to the underlying
3-Partition instance.
Finally, suppose that a vertical line intersects four boxes. Recall that for any ai in A we
have B/4 < ai < B/2. Hence, the numbers corresponding to these four boxes sum up to a value
strictly larger than B. By a similar calculation as in Inequality (2), we can show that the total
height of the four boxes is strictly greater than the height of R′; a contradiction.
We will now show that the boxes in R are indeed pairwise disjoint and lie inside R′. We
begin with a simple observation about feasible drawings of S.
Observation 1. In a feasible drawing of S, if two edges are oriented in the same way and their
projections on a line parallel to both edges overlap, then their distance is at least 2.
Proof. By assumption, the endpoints of S can be appropriately connected to obtain a drawing
of a simple polygon. The orientation of an edge determines on which side the interior of the
polygon lies. Now consider two edges that are oriented in the same way and whose projections
on a line parallel to both edges overlap; see Fig. 4. If the distance of the two edges was 1
then, for one of the two edges, the interior of the polygon would lie on both of its sides; a
contradiction.
To facilitate the arguments in the following proofs, we introduce several notions. An inner
double ladder consists of two overlapping inner ladders that we obtain by either removing the
first two or last two vertices from it; see Fig.3. Thus, each inner ladder is incident to one
spiral and its minimum height is aiρ+ 1 where ai is the corresponding number in A. In the
context of a fixed spiral, the inner ladder refers always to the inner ladder incident to the
spiral. Furthermore, we use the following notation concerning the edges of the (fixed) spiral.
Let ρ′x and ρ′y denote the number of its horizontal and vertical edges, respectively (ρ′x = ρ′y − 1
and ρ′y ∈ {ρ, ρ+ 1}). Let z ∈ {x, y} and consider all edges of the spiral parallel to the z-axis.
We define two orders on the edges along the spiral. In the inner order, the first edge is incident
to the inner ladder, in the outer order, the first edge is incident to the outer ladder. For a
given order, let ez1, . . . , e
z
ρ′z
denote the z-axis-parallel spiral edges in this order and let defLadder
denote the ladder defining the order. For an edge ezi , we call i its level with respect to the order,
and denote its length by ‖ezi ‖.
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exi−1
exi
exi+1
e′ e≥ 2
(a) exi−1 is closer to e
x
i than e
x
i+1 to e
x
i .
exi−1
e′
exi+1
e≥ 2
exi
(b) exi−1 and e
x
i+1 have the same distance to e
x
i .
Figure 5. At least one of both, exi−1 and e
x
i+1, is shorter than e
x
i . The edges e and e
′ (highlighted) are
parallel and have the same orientation. Therefore, their distance is at least 2.
Throughout the proof, we fix a spiral and a z ∈ {x, y}. Note that all claims shown hold for
any spiral and coordinate axis.
Lemma 2. Let 1 < i < ρ′z. We have ‖ezi ‖ ≥
∥∥ezi−1∥∥+ 2 or ‖ezi ‖ ≥ ∥∥ezi+1∥∥+ 2.
Proof. Assume that ezi−1 has the smallest distance to e
z
i among {ezi−1, ezi+1}; see Fig. 5. We
have
∥∥ezi−1∥∥ < ‖ezi ‖, as otherwise ezi−1 would intersect the edge e connecting ezi with ezi+1; a
contradiction to the drawing being simple. Furthermore, consider the edge e′ that is incident
to ezi−1 and not incident to e
z
i . The edges e and e
′ are parallel and oriented in the same way.
Since ezi−1 has the smallest distance to e
z
i among {ezi−1, ezi+1}, the projection of e′ on the line
through e is contained in e. Thus, by Observation 1, the distance between e and e′ is at least 2;
hence, ‖ezi ‖ ≥
∥∥ezi−1∥∥+ 2. By repeating the same argument for the case that ezi+1 is closer to ezi
than ezi−1, the claim follows.
Note that both inequalities of Lemma 2 can be fulfilled for at most one edge since, in
a cascading manner, it forces all other edges to satisfy exactly one of the two inequalities.
Consequently, one of the following three cases holds (see Fig. 6).
Corollary 1. One of the following three cases holds:
1. ‖ez1‖ < · · · <
∥∥∥ezρ′z−1∥∥∥, or
2. ‖ez2‖ > · · · >
∥∥∥ezρ′z∥∥∥, or
3. there is an i with 1 < i < ρ′z − 1 such that
‖ez1‖ < · · · < ‖ezi ‖ and
∥∥ezi+1∥∥ > · · · > ∥∥∥ezρ′z∥∥∥ holds.
If ‖exi ‖ >
∥∥exi−1∥∥, then we say that the spiral winds i times around defLadder. Although we
use this definition only for horizontal edges, note that ‖exi ‖ >
∥∥exi−1∥∥ implies ‖eyi ‖ > ∥∥eyi−1∥∥.
Observation 2. Let bx and by denote the width and height of the bounding box of defLadder,
respectively. Let 1 < i ≤ ρ′z. If ‖ezi ‖ ≥
∥∥ezi−1∥∥+ 2, then ‖ezi ‖ ≥ 2i+ bz.
Proof. By Corollary 1 and Lemma 2, we have
∥∥∥ezj∥∥∥ ≥ ∥∥∥ezj−1∥∥∥+ 2 for 1 < j ≤ i. Hence, we
have ‖ezi ‖ ≥ ‖ez1‖+ 2(i− 1). We now show ‖ez1‖ ≥ bz + 2 and the claim will follow.
Let e1, e2, e3, e4 denote the first four edges of the spiral in the order defined by defLadder;
see Fig. 7a. Note that e1 is vertical, so e
y
1 = e1 and e
x
1 = e2. Recall ‖e3‖ = ‖ey2‖ > ‖ey1‖ = ‖e1‖.
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3 .2 .1 .
Figure 6. The three cases of Corollary 1 (gray: ex1 , e
y
1; bold: e
x
i , e
y
i of case (3)).
Thus, by monotonicity, defLadder lies completely inside the bounding box of e1 and e2. Consider
any horizontal edge of defLadder with smallest distance to e2. Observe that in the case of the
outer ladder as well as in the case of the inner ladder, this edge lies on the border of the
bounding box of defLadder and has the same orientation as e2. Furthermore, observe that the
same holds for e3: Any vertical edge of defLadder with smallest distance to e3 lies on the border
of the bounding box of defLadder and has the same orientation as e3. Hence, by Observation 1,
the bounding box of defLadder has distance at least 2 to e2 and to e3. Now, observe that the
height by of this bounding box and its distance to e2 sum up to exactly ‖e1‖. Thus, ‖e1‖ ≥ by + 2
and, similarly, ‖e2‖ ≥ bx + 2.
Definition 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, we define for every spiral edge e belonging to snaili its lower
value as
• low(e) = 2j if e is horizontal and
• low(e) = 2j + aiρ otherwise
where j is the level of e with respect to the inner order. We denote by lowSpirals the sum of the
lower values over all edges of all spirals.
Now we show that the lower values of the edges are proper lower bounds on their lengths.
Lemma 3. In any feasible drawing, every spiral edge e has length at least low(e) and the total
perimeter of all spirals is at least lowSpirals ≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2.
Proof. Consider any spiral edge e and its spiral belonging to snaili. For a moment, consider
any order of the spiral edges and let bx and by denote the width and height, respectively, of the
bounding box of the ladder defining the order. In case of the inner order, we have
bx ≥ 1 and by ≥ aiρ ,
and in case of the outer order, we have
bx ≥ 2ρ′x and by ≥ 2ρ′y + aiρ .
To see the latter case, observe that the x-monotone parts of outerLadderini and outerLadder
out
i
consist of at least 2ρ horizontal edges, and the y-monotone parts consist of at least
(ai + 2)ρ+ 2 = 2(ρ+ 1) + aiρ
vertical edges.
Thus, in any case, we have
bz ≥ low(e)− 2j
where j is the level of e in the respective order and z is the axis to which e is parallel. If,
for one of the two orders, we have
∥∥∥ezj∥∥∥ ≥ ∥∥∥ezj−1∥∥∥+ 2 where ezj = e, then Observation 2 im-
plies
∥∥∥ezj∥∥∥ ≥ 2j + bz ≥ low(e). Otherwise, Lemma 2 implies that e is the first edge in one
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e2
e4
e3
e1
= bx
= by
≥2
(a) The spiral edges e2 and e3 are longer by 2 than the respec-
tive bounding box edges of the ladder (lengths bx and by).
e2
e4
e3e1
e0 ≤ 1
(b) The edge e0 has to make a turn
before reaching e4.
Figure 7. The spiral winds around the ladder (highlighted). By monotonicity, the ladder cannot leave
the bounding box of e1 and e2.
of the two orders and we have ‖ez1‖ < ‖ez2‖+ 2 in that order (where ez1 = e). Fix this order
and let e1, . . . , e4 denote the first four edges of the spiral in the order when starting at e
(e1 = e = e
z
1, e3 = e
z
2, and, by assumption, ‖e1‖ < ‖e3‖+ 2); see Fig. 7b. Let e0 be the edge
before e1 (either belonging to defLadder or being adjacent to defLadder). Observe that e0 has to
stop before e3 as otherwise it would either intersect e3 (if ‖e3‖ ≥ ‖e1‖) or lie opposite to e4 with
distance 1 (if ‖e3‖ = ‖e1‖ − 1) and thus contradict Observation 1. Therefore, by monotonic-
ity, defLadder lies completely in the bounding box of e1 and e2. As in the proof of Observation 2,
this containment implies ‖e1‖ ≥ bz + 2 ≥ low(e).
We are ready to show the second claim. The perimeter of the spiral is at least
ρ′x∑
j=1
low(exj ) +
ρ′y∑
j=1
low(eyj ) ≥
ρ−1∑
j=1
2j +
ρ∑
j=1
(2j + aiρ)
= 2
ρ−1∑
j=1
2j + 2ρ+ aiρ
2 = (2 + ai)ρ
2 .
Recall that
∑3m
i=1 ai = Bm holds and that, for each ai ∈ A, there are two spirals (namely spiralini
and spiralouti ). Thus, summing up over all spirals, we obtain
lowSpirals ≥
3m∑
i=1
2 · (2 + ai)ρ2 = 2(B + 6)mρ2 .
Definition 2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ′x and the inner order, we define the spiral box BBi as the bounding
box of exi and e
y
i+1. For i ≥ 3, the entrance of BBi is defined as the area between exi−1 and exi+1
(that is, as the bounding box of exi−1 and its vertical projection onto e
x
i+1); see Fig. 8a. The
height of the entrance is the distance between exi−1 and e
x
i+1. We call BBi closed if and only if
its entrance has height 2. If BBi is closed, we say that the spiral is closed at level i.
By Observation 1, the height of an entrance cannot be smaller than 2. Also observe that a
spiral entering a spiral box of another spiral has to do so through the entrance. We formulate
this observation as follows.
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Observation 3. Consider a spiral box BBi of a spiral. If there is a polyline distinct to the
spiral containing a point inside and outside BBi, then it contains a horizontal line segment
intersecting the entrance of BBi; see Fig. 8a.
Recall that we set κ = 1/(Bm2); ι = 1− 3κ; and ρ = 4B3m7.
Lemma 4. For every spiral, there is a j with ιρ+ 2 ≤ j ≤ ιρ+ κρ such that the spiral is closed
at level j and winds at least j + κρ times around the inner ladder.
Proof. Consider any spiral. We first show the second claim: If the spiral winds fewer than
ιρ+ 2κρ = ρ− κρ
times around the inner ladder, then it winds at least κρ times around the outer ladder. Recall
that the width of the bounding box of the outer ladder is at least 2ρ′x. Thus, by Lemma 2 and
Observation 2, for any spiral edge exi with 1 < i < κρ in the outer order, we have
‖exi ‖ ≥ 2ρ′x + 2i ≥ 2(ρ′x − i+ 1) + i = low(exi ) + i .
Hence, the perimeter of the drawing is at least
lowSpirals +
κρ−1∑
i=2
i ≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2 + (κρ− 2)2/2
= 2(B + 6)mρ2 + (κ2ρ2 − 4κρ+ 4)/2
= 2(B + 6)mρ2 + κ2ρ2/4 + (κ2ρ2/2− 4κρ+ 4)/2
≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2 + (κ2ρ)ρ/4
= 2(B + 6)mρ2 +Bm3ρ .
However, this is strictly greater than 2(B + 6)mρ2 + cWHBm
2ρ (recall that cWH is a con-
stant), which again, for a sufficiently big constant value of cWH , is greater than the total
number (W ′ + 1) · (H ′ + 1) of grid points offered by R′ (see Inequality 1); a contradiction.
Next, we show the first claim. Consider the inner order. If the spiral were not closed at any
level between ιρ+ 2 and ιρ+ κρ, then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ κρ− 2, we have∥∥∥eyιρ+i+2∥∥∥ ≥ ∥∥∥eyιρ+i+1∥∥∥+ 3
≥
∥∥∥eyιρ+2∥∥∥+ 3i
≥ low(eyιρ+2) + 3i
= low(eyιρ+i+2) + i .
Again, the perimeter of the drawing is larger than (W ′ + 1) · (H ′ + 1); a contradiction.
Let j be as in Lemma 4. We call BBj the closing box of the respective spiral.
Corollary 2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m, the box Ri is contained in each of the closing boxes of spiralini
and spiralouti .
Proof. Recall that the closing box of any of the two spirals is closed at some level j ≥ ιρ+ 2.
Thus, it contains at least ιρ+ 2 vertical and ιρ+ 2 horizontal edges of the spiral in its interior,
where at least ιρ/2 + 1 many of them are lying on each side (left and right, above and below)
of the inner double ladder. Recall that, at each of the four sides, the distance between any
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entrance
exi−1
exi+1
eyi+1
exi
(a) The dashed polyline contains a point outside and
inside BBi, therefore it has to go through the entrance.
exi+1
L
L
exi
≥ 2
exi−1
eyi+1
(b) The vertical dashed segment forces the
entrance to have height at least 3.
Figure 8. The shaded area depicts the entrance of the spiral box BBi.
two neighboring parallel edges is at least 2 as they have the same orientation (Observation 1).
Hence, the center of the inner double ladder lies at a distance of at least ιρ to the left and to
the right edge of the closing box, and at a distance of at least ιρ+ aiρ/2 to the top and to the
bottom edge of the closing box. Recall that Ri has width 2ιρ and height 2ιρ+ aiρ. Thus, Ri
fits into the closing box when centered at the center of the inner double ladder.
Lemma 5. The boxes in R are pairwise disjoint and lie inside R′.
Proof. The second statement follows from the fact that, by Corollary 2, all boxes lie inside
spirals and that all spirals lie inside R′. To show the first statement, suppose for a contradiction
that two boxes Ri and Rj intersect. Thus, by Corollary 2, the closing boxes bi and bj of spiral
out
i
and spiraloutj , respectively, intersect each other. This intersection implies that one of the closing
boxes, say bi, contains a point of the spiral corresponding to the other closing box, here bj , in
its interior. Consider the entrance of bi. Suppose that a horizontal line segment s of spiral
out
j
intersects the entrance. By Observation 1, s can be oriented only towards the entrance. But
then s ends with a left turn inside bi, forcing the entrance to be higher than 2 (see Fig. 8b).
This contradicts that the entrance is closed.
By Observation 3, spiraloutj cannot contain any point outside bi. Consequently, spiral
out
j lies
completely inside bi. Hence, the horizontal edge e of spiral
out
i spanning bi is longer than the
longest horizontal edge of spiraloutj whose length is at least 2ρ
′
x by Lemma 3. Since, by Lemma 4,
the level of e is at most ιρ+ κρ ≤ ρ′x − κρ, e is longer by at least 2κρ than its lower value. Also
by Lemma 4, spiralouti winds at least κρ times around bi. Thus, for at least κρ edges, it holds
that their length is larger by at least 2κρ than their lower values. Thus, the perimeter of the
drawing is at least
lowSpirals + 2(κρ)2 ≥ 2(B + 6)mρ2 + 8Bm3ρ .
However, this is strictly greater than the total number of grid points in R′ (see Inequality 1); a
contradiction.
Proposition 1 follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 5. We will now show the other
direction of our reduction.
Proposition 2. If the 3-Partition instance is a yes-instance, then there is a feasible drawing
of S within an axis-parallel rectangle R of width W and height H such that, for the polyline P
realizing S, the first vertex of P lies on the upper-left corner of R and the last vertex of P lies
in the lower-right corner of R, that is, 〈S,W,H〉 is a yes-instance.
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9
connectors
start snail
2ρ+O(1)1
5
3
7
4
9
2
8
6
O(m)
(a1 + 2)ρ+O(1)
end
O(m)
Figure 9. The polyline realizing S connects the upper-left corner (start) of the (W ×H)-rectangle R
with the lower-right one (end). It consists of nine snails enumerated from 1 to 9. For readability, we
shaded one part of the rectangle separated by the polyline in light gray, the other part in dark gray.
The widths of all spirals, when tightly wound around their inner ladders, are the same. Their heights
depend on the corresponding numbers in the 3-Partition instance. Here, m = 3. All snails are packed
into three columns, each one accommodates three snails.
Proof. Before we complete our definition of S, let us take another look at the snails. As long
as we neglect on how the snails are embedded in S, we can observe that every snaili can be
drawn inside a bounding box of width 2ρ+O(1) and height (ai + 2)ρ+O(1) such that the first
segment of the inner double ladder is horizontal and oriented to the right; see Figs. 3 and 9.
The idea is now as follows. We subdivide R into m columns of width 2ρ+ Θ(m) each. In each
column, we will draw three snails as described above, one above another. The way we choose
which snail to draw in which column depends on our solution to the 3-Partition instance.
Let (Aj)
m
j=1 be our partition of A where
∑
a∈Aj a = B for every Aj . In the j-th column from
the left, we draw the three snails corresponding to the three numbers in Aj . We draw them such
that their right border is aligned to the right border of the column. Hence, the left part of the
column of width Θ(m) is unused. As the vertical order of the three snails, we choose the order
of the corresponding numbers in the input. That is, for two snails snaili and snailk belonging
to the same column, snaili is drawn above snailk if and only if i < k. Note that such a drawing
fits into R: The total height of the three spirals in each column is only (B + 6)ρ+ Θ(1). Hence,
the total height of the unused space in the columns is Θ(m).
We will use the unused space to the left and between the snails to interconnect them. This
will give us the complete angle sequence S. We will do it by modifying our drawings of the
snails by redrawing their outer ladders to connect the snails to the left edge of R; see the snail
in Fig. 9. More precisely, only the x-monotone part of the outer ladders leaves the current
bounding box of the snails. We call this part connector. At the left edge of R, these connector
pairs will be ordered from top to bottom relative to the order of the corresponding numbers
in A. For any connector pair, the connector oriented towards the snail will be drawn above the
other one. Consecutive pairs will be connected by a vertical edge. The bottommost connector is
connected to a vertical and then a horizontal line segment allowing us to reach the lower-right
corner of R. Observe that a connector consists of at least ρ up-and-down curves, hence, of
enough curves to bypass all the snails encountered in the at most m− 1 columns between the
left edge of R and the spiral it is connected to. We are ready to complete the definition of S.
S = RL (snail1LL) . . . (snail3mLL) .
Finally, observe that we can draw the connectors such that the total height of all connectors
going through a column below or above the snails is O(m). Since a connector does not need
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to change its y-position more than once in each column (in order to bypass or to connect to a
snail), a total extra width of O(m) per column is sufficient to allow the connectors to change
their y-positions (which happens in each column to the left of the snails). Hence, we choose
the constants cW and cH in W = 2mρ+ cWm
2 − 10 and H = (B + 6)ρ+ cHm− 10 big enough
such that R gives enough space to draw S in the way described above. Also note that our
drawing is feasible as it can be easily extended to a simple polygon by appropriately connecting
its endpoints around R. We conclude that 〈S,W,H〉 is a yes-instance.
2.2 Extension to the Optimization Versions
In this section, we show for each of the three objectives (minimum perimeter, area, and bounding
box) that it is NP-hard to draw a rectilinear polygon of minimum cost that realizes a given angle
sequence. Our proof is a reduction from FitBoundingBox. Given an instance 〈S,W,H〉 of
FitBoundingBox, we define an angle sequence T (with |T | polynomial in |S|) and, for each
objective, a threshold value Υ such that T can be drawn with cost at most Υ (with respect to
the objective) if and only if S is a yes-instance. We consider only drawings that are feasible in
the general case (without the restrictions of Section 2.1), that is, a simple rectilinear polygon
or polyline on the grid realizing a given angle sequence.
At first glance, one might think that FitBoundingBox directly implies NP-hardness for
the objective of minimizing the area of the bounding box. However, the question of whether an
angle sequence S can be drawn within a rectangle of width W and height H does not directly
translate to the question of whether S can be drawn in a rectangle of area W ·H. For instance,
suppose that S is a no-instance that we obtained by our reduction from 3-Partition. Draw
the snails of S as tight as possible below each other in the order of their indices and connect
them on the left side. Observe that such a drawing fits into a rectangle of width 2ρ+O(1)
and height (
∑3m
i=1(ai + 2)ρ+O(1)) = (B + 6)mρ+O(m) (the variables are defined as in Sec-
tion 2.1). Hence, S fits into a rectangle of area even smaller than W ·H.
Outline of the proof. We define T by simultaneously constructing a “reference drawing”
for the case that S is a yes-instance. It, roughly speaking, consists of two snail subsequences
with S in between, where each snail is formed by ladder and spiral subsequences similar to
Section 2.1. The notions spirals, snails and ladders throughout this section refer only to the
subsequences of T excluding S, unless otherwise mentioned. After defining the thresholds, we
use the reference drawing as a certificate in the first direction of the proof that a cheap drawing
exists if S is a yes-instance. In the second direction of the proof, we show, for each objective,
that if a drawing does not surpass the respective threshold Υ, then S is a yes-instance. For
this, we first observe that, in any drawing of T , certain subsequences (for instance, spirals) have
certain lower bounds on the cost of drawing them. We use these lower bounds to show that a
drawing respecting the threshold Υ has some special structure: If it doesn’t, then some part of
it is very expensive and, together with the lower bounds on the other parts, the total cost is
above the threshold; a contradiction. Generally speaking, T consists of two long spirals. Step
by step, we show that spiral edges are not much longer than certain lower bounds and that
spirals wind sufficiently enough in the “right” direction. This again will help us to observe that
the spirals interleave until the inner-most level. Together with the upper bounds on the spiral
edges, we will see that S cannot leave the center of the spirals and is closed in a box of relatively
small size, which implies that S is a yes-instance.
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H+4
W + 5
R
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(a) innerLadderout (bold)
starts at the lower-right corner
of R. Its first and last edge
(highlighted) have lengths 2
and H + 4, respectively.
All other edges have unit
length. Its bounding box has
width W + 5 and height H + 5.
H+7
W+7
R
2
(b) spiralout (bold)
starts at the endpoint
of innerLadderout and winds
around it with edge lengths
increasing in steps of 2.
The first two edges (high-
lighted) have lengths W + 7
and H + 7, respectively.
h
R
w
h−4
w − 4
(c) The last two spi-
ral edges (dashed) have
lengths w − 4 and h− 4, re-
spectively. outerLadderout (bold)
starts at the endpoint of the spiral,
and its bounding box has width w
and height h. All but its first edge
(highlighted) have unit length.
Figure 10. The construction of snailout.
Definition of the instance T . Recall that W and H are even. Without loss of generality,
we assume min{W,H} > 5. Let
maxCenterCost = 2(W + 7)(H + 7)
and let
ρ = (maxCenterCost + 12)2 .
Finally, set
w = W + 2ρ+ 11 and h = H + 2ρ+ 11 .
We define T constructively by giving a drawing of two polylines, called snails, whose angle
sequences together with S form T .
We begin with the first snail that we call snailout. Place an axis-aligned rectangle R of
width W and height H in the grid. Starting at its lower-right corner, draw a ladder around it,
as in Fig. 10a, such that the first edge (horizontal) has length 2, the last edge (vertical) has
length H + 4, and all the other edges have unit length, and the bounding box of the ladder has
width W + 5 and height H + 5. We call the ladder innerLadderout. Formally,
innerLadderout = L(LRRL)
H
2 L(RLLR)
W+4
2 L .
We continue the sequence by a left turn followed by a spiral, called spiralout, of 2ρ+ 1 left
turns winding around the rectangle (and innerLadderout) in such a way that the first edge has
length W + 7, the second edge has length H + 7, and the (i+ 2)-th edge is longer by exactly 2
than the i-th edge; see Fig. 10b. Note that the spiral consists of ρ+ 1 horizontal and ρ+ 1
vertical edges. Thus, in our drawing, the last horizontal and vertical edges of spiralout have the
lengths W + 7 + 2ρ = w − 4 and H + 7 + 2ρ = h− 4, respectively. Formally,
spiralout = L2ρ+1 .
We finish the snail by a left turn and a following ladder, called outerLadderout. We draw the
ladder around the spiral such that all edges but the first one have unit length and the bounding
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hw
H+6 S
W + 6
eout
ein
Figure 11. The reference drawing of T (when S is a yes-instance). The snails snailout (gray) and snailin
(black) wind around R (shaded rectangle in the center). The endpoints of the ladders and spirals are de-
picted as nodes; the common endpoint of the snails is white. The other two endpoints are connected via S
(dashed curve) within R. The bounding box containing both inner ladders has size (W + 6)× (H + 6).
The edges of the outer ladders that are incident to the spirals (edges with white filling) are longer by 3
than ein and eout, respectively. To ease the estimation of the area, the grid cells of the polygon are
highlighted as follows: (i) All grid cells within the bounding box of the first vertical edge of spiralout and
both inner ladders (size (W + 7)× (H + 7)) are hatched. (ii) Almost all remaining grid cells surrounded
by exactly two edges of the drawing are shaded in gray. (iii) with the exception of one grid cell (dashed
white box), all other remaining grid cells are grouped into pairs that are hatched in one of two patterns
(the pairs around the white box are indicated with arrows).
box of the ladder has width w and height h. The length of the first edge is w − 1; see Fig. 10c.
Formally,
outerLadderout = L(RLLR)
h−1
2 L(LRRL)
w−3
2 LRL .
Summarized,
snailout = innerLadderout L spiralout L outerLadderout .
In a similar way, we define the second snail snailin; see Fig. 11. The biggest difference is
that snailin winds in the other direction and ends at the upper-left corner of the rectangle R.
In detail, the polyline of innerLadderin is a copy of innerLadderout turned by 180◦ with re-
versed orientation. Another difference is that the spiral spiralin contains only 2ρ− 1 right turns
(instead of 2ρ+ 1 turns). Thus, it consists of ρ horizontal and ρ vertical edges which also
increase in lengths by steps of 2. Therefore, in our drawing, the last horizontal and vertical
edges of spiralin have lengths W + 7 + 2(ρ− 1) = w − 6 and H + 7 + 2(ρ− 1) = h− 6, respec-
tively. Regarding outerLadderin, it has width w − 2, height h− 3, and it starts and ends with
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a horizontal edge. Formally,
snailin = outerLadderin R spiralin R innerLadderin ,
outerLadderin = (LRRL)
w−3
2 R(RLLR)
h−5
2 R ,
spiralin = R2ρ−1 ,
innerLadderin = R(LRRL)
W+4
2 R(RLLR)
H
2 R .
Finally, we complete our definition of T as follows:
T = snailin S snailout L .
Note that, if S is a yes-instance, then there exists the following drawing of T : We draw snailin
and snailout as above and place S inside R such that the first vertex of S touches the last vertex
of snailin and the last vertex of S touches the first vertex of snailout (in other words, the first
and last edge of S—which are horizontal—extend the first and last edge of snailin and snailout,
respectively). Finally, we connect both snails on the outside by prolonging the last (vertical)
edge of snailout one unit to the bottom such that it touches the first vertex of snailin; see Fig. 11.
We call this drawing the reference drawing.
Throughout this section, we say inner ladder to refer to innerLadderin or innerLadderout,
which are the ladders incident to S, and outer ladder to refer to outerLadderin or outerLadderout.
Lower Bounds and Thresholds. Next, we provide lower bounds and thresholds on the cost
of any feasible drawing of T that depend only on W and H. The thresholds will be defined on
each of the three objectives. They will be essential for our reduction: There exists a drawing
of T (in particular our reference drawing) that does not surpass the threshold of the respective
objective if and only if S is a yes-instance. In the reduction, we prove by contradiction that any
drawing having the threshold as an upper bound has some specific properties. Our proof will
use that any drawing of T has a lower bound on the perimeter (that influences also the other
objectives) that is very close to the threshold. We will see that if a drawing lacks a desired
property, then it has to be much more expensive than its lower bound, and thus above the
respective threshold.
We begin by providing lower bounds on the perimeter of any drawing of T . We will first
consider spiral edges, then whole spirals, and finally the ladders. We will see that, in the refer-
ence drawing, the respective parts meet the lower bound or are very close to them. (Generously,
we will use the lower bound of 0 for the remaining part of T , which is S.) We will also give a
lower bound on the area of the bounding box.
In the following, we use the same notation as in Section 2.1 for the spirals and ladders
of snailin and snailout. Consider a spiral. Note that, in contrast to Section 2.1, ‖eyi ‖ >
∥∥eyi−1∥∥
implies ‖exi ‖ >
∥∥exi−1∥∥ in the inner order. Therefore, in this section, we redefine winding and
say that a spiral winds i times around the ladder defining the order if ‖eyi ‖ >
∥∥eyi−1∥∥. Note
that Observation 1, Lemma 2, Observation 2, and Corollary 1 hold also for the spirals of snailin
and snailout.
We begin with a definition similar to Definition 1.
Definition 3. We define for every spiral edge e its lower value as
• low(e) = 2j +X if e is horizontal and
• low(e) = 2j + Y otherwise
where j is the level of e with respect to the inner order, X = W + 5, and Y = H + 4.
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eex1
≥ 2
≥ H + 2
(a) ex1 (bold) leaves the bounding box
ex1
ey1
ey2 ≥ Y
(b) ex1 (bold) stays completely inside
Figure 12. In each of the two cases, the bounding box b (shaded) of innerLadderout has height at
least Y = H + 4.
• Let lowSpirals denote the sum of the lower values over all edges of both spirals.
• Let lowLadders = |outerLadderout|+ |outerLadderin|+ low(ein) + low(eout), where ein and eout
denote the first horizontal edge of spiralin and spiralout, respectively, in the outer order.
• Let lowBBArea = w · h.
In the following, we observe that the lower values defined in Definition 3 are proper lower
bounds for any feasible drawing. First, we observe that X and Y correspond to the minimum
width and height of the bounding box of the inner ladders, respectively. We also examine the
width and height of the outer ladders.
Lemma 6. In any feasible drawing, outerLadderout has width at least w and height at least h,
outerLadderin has width at least w − 2 and height at least h− 3, and the bounding box of an
inner ladder has minimum width X and minimum height Y .
Proof. A ladder consists of an x-monotone and a y-monotone part (that overlap). The width of
an x-monotone polyline is at least the number of its horizontal edges, the height of a y-monotone
polyline is at least the number of its vertical edges. Hence, by the definition of the ladders, the
first claim follows.
The second claim follows only partially by this observation: The bounding box of an inner
ladder has minimum width W + 5 = X and minimum height H + 2 = Y − 2. We now show
that the height is at least Y . Without loss of generality, consider innerLadderout, its bounding
box b, and its incident spiral in the inner order. The ladder starts with a right-oriented edge e
and ends with a vertical edge that is incident to the right-oriented spiral edge ex1 ; see Fig. 12a.
We have two cases: In the first case, ex1 leaves b. Since the left endpoint of e
x
1 lies on the left
edge of b, its right endpoint has to be to the right of b. Furthermore, the bottom edge of b
is contained in ex1 since e
x
1 lies below the vertical ladder edge it is incident to. Thus, e
x
1 goes
below e. By Observation 1, the vertical distance between e and ex1 is at least 2. Note that
the y-monotone part of innerLadderout starts at e and goes upward for at least H + 2 units.
Hence, the height of the bounding box of innerLadderout is at least H + 4 = Y .
In the second case, ex1 ∈ b; see Fig. 12b. Then, also ey1 ∈ b and, by monotonicity of the
ladder, ‖ey1‖ > ‖ey2‖. Recall that the level of ey1 is at least ρ in the outer order and that the
outer ladder has height at least h− 3. Thus, Lemma 2 and Observation 2 imply
‖ey1‖ ≥ 2ρ+ (h− 3) ≥ Y .
Hence, the height of b is at least Y .
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Figure 13. The distance d between the spiral endpoint v1 (white node) and the right-most vertex w
(white square) of the incident outer ladder (here outerLadderout) is d ≥ low(e). The polyline v1 − w has
at most two more right-oriented edges (highlighted) than left-oriented ones (bold).
The following lemma is a consequence of the lemma above.
Lemma 7. For any feasible drawing, the area of its bounding box is at least lowBBArea.
Proof. By Lemma 6, the bounding box b of outerLadderout has width and height at least w
and h, respectively. Thus, b has area at least w · h = lowBBArea. Since b is contained in the
bounding box of the whole drawing, the claim follows.
By using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 8. In any feasible drawing, every spiral edge e has length at least low(e) and the total
perimeter of the spirals is at least lowSpirals.
Lemma 9. In any feasible drawing, the total perimeter of the two outer ladders is at
least lowLadders.
Proof. Given a feasible drawing, consider a spiral and its incident outer ladder L. A natu-
ral lower bound on peri(L) is |L|+ 1 (as L consists of |L|+ 1 edges). However, this is not
enough. Therefore we show that some of the edges are longer than 1. We define the remainder
of an edge e to be ‖e‖ − 1 and we let r denote the total remainder of the edges of L, that
is, r = peri(L)− |L| − 1. In the following, we bound r from below.
Let v1 and v2 denote the first two vertices (including the endpoint) of the spiral in the
outer order, and let e denote the first horizontal spiral edge. Furthermore, let w denote a
right-most vertex of L and let d denote the horizontal distance between w and v1 (and v2); see
Fig. 13. Suppose d ≤ ‖e‖. Then, by monotonicity of L, L lies completely inside the bounding box
of v1, v2, and w. However, the width of this bounding box is d ≤ low(e) ≤ 2(ρ+ 1) +X = w − 4
and the minimum width of L is at least w − 2; a contradiction. Hence, we have d ≥ low(e) + 1.
Consider the part of L between v1 and w, and orient the edges of this polyline such that
it is directed from v1 to w. Observe that the polyline is y-monotone and that it has at most
two right-oriented edges more than left-oriented edges. Since its width is d, the total length of
its right-oriented edges is bigger by d than the total length of its left-oriented edges. Hence,
the total remainder of the right-oriented edges is at least d− 2. Thus, r ≥ d− 2 ≥ low(e)− 1,
and peri(L) = r + |L|+ 1 ≥ |L|+ low(e). We repeat the proof above for the other spiral and
its outer ladder and the claim follows.
Definition 4. We define the following thresholds for each objective:
• Υp = lowLadders + lowSpirals + maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 12 for minimizing the perimeter
of the drawing,
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• Υa = Υp/2− 1 for minimizing the area of the drawing, and
• Υb = lowBBArea for minimizing the area of the bounding box of the drawing.
We use the thresholds for our reduction.
Theorem 2. For each of the three objectives it holds: There is a drawing of T that does not
surpass the threshold (as defined in Definition 4) of the given objective if and only if S is a
yes-instance.
We first show that if S is a yes-instance, then there is a drawing of T that does not surpass
the threshold of the respective objective. Consider the reference drawing and recall that we
drew S inside the empty (W ×H)-rectangle R and connected it to the two snails accordingly.
We now show that the reference drawing respects all three thresholds.
Perimeter. First, consider S and the inner ladders. Given that S and the inner ladders lie
in a ((W + 6)× (H + 6))-rectangle (see Fig. 11), the total perimeter of S and the inner ladders
is bounded from above by
2(W + 7)(H + 7) = maxCenterCost .
Next, consider the spirals. Observe that in the reference drawing, each horizontal spiral edge e
has length low(e), and each vertical spiral edge e has length low(e) + 1. Recall that spiralin
has ρ vertical edges and spiralout has ρ+ 1 vertical edges. Thus, the total perimeter of the
spirals is lowSpirals + 2ρ+ 1. Finally, consider the outer ladders. with the exception of the
edges incident to the spirals and the last edge of outerLadderout (which has length 2), all edges
of the outer ladders have unit length. The two edges incident to the spirals are exactly 3 units
longer than the first horizontal edge of the respective incident spiral in the outer order. Hence,
using the notation of Definition 3, the two edges have total length low(ein) + low(eout) + 6.
Thus, the total perimeter of the outer ladders is
|outerLadderin|+ |outerLadderout|+ low(ein) + low(eout) + 6 + 1 ≤ lowLadders + 7 .
Summing up, the total perimeter of the reference drawing is at most
lowLadders + lowSpirals + maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 8 < Υp .
Area. Regarding the area, we subdivide the grid cells of the reference drawing into three
parts: The first part is the intersection of our polygon with the ((W + 7)× (H + 7))-rectangle
containing S, the inner ladders, and the first vertical edge of spiralout in the inner order. Hence,
the intersection contains at most
(W + 7) · (H + 7) = maxCenterCost/2
grid cells. The second part consists of almost all grid cells outside this rectangle touching
exactly two edges of the polyline P that realizes the spirals and the outer ladders. The
third part consists of all the remaining grid cells. with the exception of one grid cell, we
can group the grid cells of the third part into pairs that touch four or five edges of P ; see
Fig. 11. Hence, with the exception of one grid cell, each grid cell of the second and third
part touches at least two edges of P on average. Since each unit-line segment of P is touched
by exactly one grid cell, the number of grid cells belonging to the second and third part is
at most 1 + peri(P )/2 ≤ (lowLadders + lowSpirals + 2ρ+ 10)/2. Hence, the total area of the
reference drawing is at most
lowLadders + lowSpirals + maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 10
2
≤ Υp − 2
2
= Υa .
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g(a) If outerLadderin visits the
grid line g (dashed), then Γ
consists of two disconnected
polylines; a contradiction as the
whole drawing is a polygon.
g
1 2
(b) Within BB(Γ), the outer ladders
occupy at least two grid points from
every horizontal (dashed) and verti-
cal (not depicted) grid line with the
exception of g (bold dashed).
≥ 2
e1
e2
e3
e4
(c) Given the edge ori-
entations, the spiral
edges e2, e3, and e4
have distance at least 2
to the outer ladder.
Figure 14. If the bounding box of the drawing has height h and width w, then every grid point
(gray nodes) at distance at most 1 to the top or right border of the bounding box is visited only
by outerLadderout (gray). This forces the remaining part Γ of the drawing to lie in the box (shaded) of
width w − 2 and height h− 2, which has several implications on outerLadderin (black) and the spirals,
for instance, forcing outerLadderin to have its minimum height h− 3.
Bounding Box. Regarding the bounding box of the reference drawing, note that it is identical
to the bounding box of outerLadderout. Following the proof of Lemma 7, the area of the
bounding box of the drawing is lowBBArea = Υb.
Now, to prove the other direction of Theorem 2, assume that T can be drawn such that
(at least) one of the three thresholds of Definition 4 is not surpassed. We show that this fact
implies that T is a yes-instance. Until the remainder of this section, we fix such a drawing that
respects a threshold and refer to it as our drawing. We begin by making a helpful observation
that will allow us to focus only on the perimeter and the bounding box of our drawing:
Lemma 10. If the area of our drawing is at most Υa, then the perimeter is at most Υp.
Proof. The claim follows from Υa = Υp/2− 1 and the following observation that we prove below:
For any simple rectilinear polygon P on the grid,
area(P ) ≥ peri(P )/2− 1 .
We scale P by a factor of 2 and obtain a new polygon P ′. In P ′, there are #L grid
cells touching exactly two edge segments (which happens only at L vertices), peri(P ′)− 2#L
grid cells touching exactly one edge segment, and at least #R grid cells touching no edges
(every R vertex is exclusively incident to one such grid cell due to the simplicity and upscaling
of P ). Thus, area(P ′) ≥ #L + peri(P ′)− 2#L + #R = peri(P ′)− 4 using #L = #R + 4. The
claim follows by substituting area(P ′) = 4 · area(P ) and peri(P ′) = 2 · peri(P ).
Our assumption that at least one of the three thresholds of Definition 4 is not surpassed has
a number of implications that we consider one by one.
Lemma 11. If the bounding box of the drawing has area at most Υb, then the spirals wind at
least ρ times around their inner ladders and for every spiral edge e, ‖e‖ ≤ low(e) + 1.
Proof. Consider outerLadderout. By Lemma 6, the area of its bounding box is at least
w · h = lowBBArea = Υb .
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Thus, the bounding box of outerLadderout is exactly the bounding box of the whole drawing
(see Lemma 7). Let Γ denote the part of the drawing that excludes the edges of outerLadderout.
Recall that outerLadderout consists of an x-monotone and a y-monotone part of minimum
width w and height h, respectively. Given the orientation of the first and the last edge
of outerLadderout, Γ has to lie entirely to the bottom of the x-monotone part and to the
left of the y-monotone part. Observe that all horizontal edges of the x-monotone part as well
as the vertical edges of the y-monotone part have unit length. Thus, every grid point with
distance at most 1 to the top or right border of the bounding box of the drawing either belongs
to outerLadderout, or is not visited by the drawing; see Fig. 14b. Consequently, the bounding
box of Γ, which includes spiralout as well as spiralin and outerLadderin, has width and height at
most w − 2 and h− 2.
Consider outerLadderin. It cannot visit any grid point on the bottom-most grid line g, as
otherwise it would separate spiralin from spiralout (see Fig. 14a); a contradiction as Γ is a (con-
nected) polyline. Thus, outerLadderin lies in a bounding box of width w − 2 and height h− 3.
Given that its x-monotone part has width at least w − 2 and its y-monotone part has height at
least h− 3, all horizontal line segments of the x-monotone part and all vertical line segments of
the y-monotone part are of unit length. Therefore, every (vertical and horizontal) grid line that
goes through BB(Γ)—with the exception of g—contains at least two grid points within BB(Γ)
that are covered by the outer ladders2. Consequently, every vertical and horizontal grid line
—with the exception of g—contains within BB(Γ) at most h− 4 and w − 4 free grid points,
respectively; see Fig. 14b.
For the remainder of the proof, consider any of the two spirals. Let e1, . . . , e4 denote the
first four spiral edges in the outer order. Recall that the spiral is contained in BB(Γ) and
observe that e2 lies above g. Consequently, given the number of free grid points, ‖e1‖ ≤ h− 4
and ‖e2‖ ≤ w − 4. For spiralin, we even have sharper upper bounds. Observe that e1 starts
on a grid point above g. Given the orientation of e2 and Observation 1, e1 ends two units
below the x-monotone part of outerLadderin; see Fig. 14c. Thus, ‖e1‖ ≤ h− 6. By a similar
argument, ‖e2‖ ≤ w − 5.
Now, we show that ‖ei‖ ≥ ‖ei+2‖+ 2 holds for i ∈ {1, 2}. By our previous observations and
by the winding direction of the spiral, the spiral is contained in the bounding box of its outer
ladder. Since the outer ladder is connected to e1, its y-monotone part contains a left-oriented
line segment below e4. Thus, by monotonicity and by Observation 1, e4 has to lie at least two
units above the bottom endpoint of e1; see Fig. 14c. Given that the top endpoints of e1 and e3
have the same y-coordinate, the claim holds for i = 1, and, by a similar argument, for i = 2.
Given Corollary 1, the first claim of the lemma follows.
Regarding the second claim, suppose that, for a spiral edge e, ‖e‖ ≥ low(e) + 2. Then, by
Corollary 1, Lemma 2 and Definition 3, we have in a cascading manner ‖e1‖ ≥ low(e1) + 2
if e1 is parallel to e, and ‖e2‖ ≥ low(e2) + 2 otherwise. Thus, if our spiral is spiralout, then we
have ‖e1‖ ≥ h− 3 or ‖e2‖ ≥ w − 2. If our spiral is spiralin, then ‖e1‖ ≥ h− 5 or ‖e2‖ ≥ w − 4.
In either case, we have a contradiction to our upper bounds on the spiral edges.
Lemma 12. The spirals wind at least ρ−√ρ times around their inner ladders.
Proof. By Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, we have to consider only the case that the total perimeter
is at most Υp. Consider any of the two spirals. If the spiral winds only around the inner
ladder, then we are done. Otherwise, the spiral winds α ≥ 1 times around its outer ladder (see
Corollary 1). Consider any vertical spiral edge e of a level i with 1 ≤ i ≤ α in the outer order.
2We consider both outer ladders as outerLadderin possibly visits only one grid point of the left-most vertical
line; see Fig. 14b.
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Note that its level is at most ρ− i+ 2 in the inner order, hence, low(e) ≤ 2(ρ− i+ 2) + Y by
Definition 3. Recall that the bounding box of the outer ladder has height at least
h− 3 = 2ρ+ Y + 4
(see Lemma 6). Thus, by Observation 2, we have
‖e‖ ≥ 2i+ (2ρ+ Y + 4) ≥ 2(ρ− i+ 2) + Y + 4i ≥ low(e) + 4i .
Consequently, the perimeter of the drawing is at least
lowLadders + lowSpirals +
α∑
i=1
4i
≥ lowLadders + lowSpirals + 2α(α+ 1) .
Thus, α ≤ √ρ, as otherwise 2α(α+ 1) > maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 12 (here, recall that we have
set ρ = (maxCenterCost + 12)2) and the perimeter is greater than Υp; a contradiction. We
conclude by Corollary 1 that the spiral winds at least
ρ− α ≥ ρ−√ρ
times around the inner ladder.
Lemma 13. For every spiral edge e of level at most
√
ρ with respect to the inner order, we
have ‖e‖ ≤ low(e) + 2.
Proof. By Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, we have to consider only the case that the total perimeter is
at most Υp. Suppose that there is a horizontal edge e of a level j ≤ √ρ for which ‖e‖ ≥ low(e) + 3
holds. Then, by Lemma 12, Definition 3, and Lemma 2, we also have ‖g‖ ≥ low(g) + 3 for every
horizontal edge g of the same spiral of a level between j and ρ−√ρ. Hence, the total perimeter
of the drawing is at least
lowLadders + lowSpirals + 3(ρ− 2√ρ)
> lowLadders + lowSpirals + maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 12
= Υp ;
a contradiction to the upper bound Υp. In a similar way, we get a contradiction if e is vertical.
Now we will see that the spirals interleave until the first level (with respect to the inner
ladders). Let v1, . . . , v2ρ+1 be the vertices (including the endpoints) and let e1, . . . , e2ρ be the
edges of spiralin in the inner order. Similarly, let w1, . . . , w2ρ+3 be the vertices (including the
endpoints) and let f1, . . . , f2ρ+2 be the edges of spiral
out in the inner order. For 1 ≤ i < 2√ρ, we
define BBini as the bounding box of ei and ei+1, and BB
out
i as the bounding box of fi and fi+1.
Lemma 14. For 1 ≤ i < 2√ρ, vi lies in the interior of BBouti and wi lies in the interior of BBini .
Proof. We show the lemma by induction in two steps. First, we prove the claim for i = 2
√
ρ− 1,
and then, by induction, for 1 ≤ i < 2√ρ− 1.
Let i = 2
√
ρ− 1. We begin by proving the following observation that will lead us to the first
claim: The interiors of BBini and BB
out
i intersect. Recall that both spirals are connected to each
other by the polyline realizing S and the inner ladders. If BBini and BB
out
i were interior-disjoint,
then the polyline, starting inside BBin1 , had to leave BB
in
i before entering BB
out
i . However, such
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ei+1 fi+3
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wi+3≥ 1
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ei vi
fi+2
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(a) If vi 6∈ BBouti , then wi+3 ∈ BBini .
ei+1
vi
wi
ei−1
fi−1
wi−1
vi−1
(b) The claim: vi ∈ BBouti and wi ∈ BBini .
Figure 15. The bounding boxes BBini (shaded) and BB
out
i intersect (for i = 2
√
ρ− 1).
a polyline requires3 i vertices just for leaving BBini , which is more than the number of vertices
provided by S and the two inner ladders4; a contradiction.
Now, suppose that the claim is violated by vi not being in the interior of BB
out
i . To ease
the description, we temporarily rotate the drawing (if needed) such that ei is a right oriented
edge. Since the interiors of the two bounding boxes intersect and given our assumption, vi
lies above wi+3 and to the right of wi and, consequently, also to the right of wi+3 (note that
we have ‖fi+2‖ > ‖fi‖ by Lemma 12); see Fig. 15a. In particular, wi+3 lies in BBini . Observe
that the edge fi+3 starting at wi+3 cannot leave BB
in
i and has distance at least 1 to the border
of BBini . Also note that the levels of ei+3 and ei+1 differ by one. Thus, the border edge ei+1
of BBini has length
‖ei+1‖ ≥ ‖fi+3‖+ 2
≥ low(fi+3) + 2
= low(ei+3) + 2
= low(ei+1) + 4 .
Since the level of ei+1 is d(i+ 1)/2e = √ρ, the inequality contradicts Lemma 13. In a sim-
ilar way, we show the case for vi not being in the interior of BB
in
i . Thus, our claim holds
for i = 2
√
ρ− 1; see Fig. 15b.
Now, assume that our claim holds for an i with 2 ≤ i ≤ 2√ρ− 1. Temporarily rotate the
drawing (if needed) such that ei−1 and fi−1 are vertical edges facing downwards; see Fig. 15b.
Consider the bounding boxes BBouti−1 and BB
in
i−1. The vertex wi−1 lies in the interior of BB
in
i−1
if and only if vi−1 lies below the horizontal line through wi−1. Hence, if the induction hy-
pothesis does not hold for i− 1, then vi−1 does not lie below wi−1 and, thus, the heights of
both BBini and BB
out
i are at least ‖ei−1‖+ ‖fi−1‖. Hence, ‖ei+1‖ ≥ ‖ei−1‖+ ‖fi−1‖. Therefore,
using low(fi+1) ≥ 5 (which holds as every spiral edge is longer than min{W,H} ≥ 5), we have
‖ei+1‖ ≥ ‖ei−1‖+ ‖fi−1‖
≥ low(ei−1) + 5
= low(ei+1) + 3 .
But this inequality contradicts Lemma 13.
3Proof sketch: The polyline goes through interior-disjoint regions of type BBini \ BBini−1 and in order to visit
three consecutive such regions, it needs a separate vertex inside the interior of each of the three regions.
4Without loss of generality, S has at most (W + 1)(H + 1) vertices and the inner ladders have at most 4X + 4Y
vertices in total. Since i ≥ √ρ > maxCenterCost > (W + 1)(H + 1) + 4X + 4Y , i is greater than the number of
vertices.
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Figure 16. The inner-most levels of the spirals. Their endpoints v1 and w1 are connected by a
highlighted polyline P realizing S and the inner ladders. The polyline has to lie in the bounding box
of v2 and w2 (hashed area).
Corollary 3. For every spiral edge e of level at most
√
ρ with respect to the inner order, we
have ‖e‖ ≤ low(e) + 1.
Proof. By Lemmas 10 and 11, we have to consider only the case that the total perimeter is at
most Υp. Suppose that the claim is violated by an edge ej of spiral
in (the argument is similar
for spiralout). Thus, ‖ej‖ ≥ low(ej) + 2. Recall that ej = (vj , vj+1). By Lemma 14, vj lies in the
interior of BBoutj and vj+1 lies in the interior of BB
out
j+1. Since BB
out
j ⊂ BBoutj+1 (as, by Lemma 12,
we have ‖fj+2‖ > ‖fj‖), ej lies in the interior of BBoutj+1 and both its endpoints have distance
at least 1 to the border of BBoutj+1. Note that the border edge fj+2 of BB
out
j+1 and ej are parallel
and the level of fj+2 is one more than that of ej . Consequently,
‖fj+2‖ ≥ ‖ej‖+ 2 ≥ low(ej) + 4 = low(fj+2) + 2 .
Recall that the level of ej is at most
√
ρ. Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 13, consider any edge g
(of any of the two spirals) that is parallel to ej and of a level between
√
ρ+ 1 and ρ−√ρ. For
such an edge g, we have ‖g‖ ≥ low(g) + 2. Then, however, the total perimeter of the drawing
is at least
lowLadders + lowSpirals + 2 · 2(ρ− 2√ρ)
> lowLadders + lowSpirals + maxCenterCost + 2ρ+ 13
= Υp ;
a contradiction to the upper bound Υp.
Lemma 15. The polyline realizing S lies completely inside a rectangle of width W + 10 and
height H + 7.
Proof. Let e0 and f0 be the vertical edges incident to v1 and w1, respectively. We claim that
the polyline P connecting v1 to w1 (it realizes the inner ladders and S) lies completely in the
bounding box of v2 and w2; see Fig. 16. Note that as a consequence of Lemma 14, e1 lies in the
bounding box of f2 and f3, and f1 lies in the bounding box of e2 and e3. Hence, the relative
positions of the elements are as depicted in Fig. 16: v2 lies to the top-left of w2, f2 lies to the
right of e0, and e2 lies to the left of f0.
First, observe that P can leave the box only between e0 and f2 and between e2 and f0.
Suppose that it leaves the box between e0 and f2; the other case is similar. Thus, P contains
a vertical line segment between e0 and f2 oriented in the same direction as f2 (to the top).
Hence, by Observation 1, the distance between the vertical line segment and f2 is at least 2.
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Consequently, the distance d between e0 and f2 is at least 3. However, given that v2 is contained
in the interior of the bounding box of f2 and f3 (Lemma 14), we have
‖f3‖ ≥ ‖e1‖+ d+ 1 ≥ low(e1) + 4 = low(f1) + 4 = low(f3) + 2 .
This contradicts Corollary 3.
Thus, S lies completely in the bounding box of v2 and w2, which itself is contained in the
bounding box of f2 and f3. By Corollary 3, the width of the box is at most
low(f3) + 1 = X + 5 = W + 10
and the height is at most
low(f2) + 1 = Y + 3 = H + 7 .
Hence, S can be drawn within a ((W + 10)× (H + 10))-rectangle such that the first and
last edge of S are horizontal and such that S can be extended to a simple polygon (given
its embedding in T ). Hence, 〈S,W,H〉 is a yes-instance. This conclusion finishes the second
direction of our proof of Theorem 2.
3 The Monotone Case: Minimum Area
In this section, we show how to compute, for a monotone angle sequence, a polygon of minimum
bounding box and of minimum area. We start with the simple xy-monotone case and then
consider the more general x-monotone case.
3.1 The xy-Monotone Case
An xy-monotone polygon has four extreme edges; its leftmost and rightmost vertical edge, and
its topmost and bottommost horizontal edge. Two consecutive extreme edges are connected by
a (possible empty) xy-monotone chain that we will call a stair. Starting at the top extreme
edge, we let TL, BL, BR, and TR denote the four stairs in ccw order; see Fig. 17a. We say
that an angle sequence consists of k nonempty stair sequences if any xy-monotone polygon that
realizes it consists of k nonempty stairs; we also call it a k-stair sequence. The extreme edges
correspond to the exactly four LL-sequences in an xy-monotone angle sequence and are unique
up to rotation. Any xy-monotone angle sequence is of the form [L(LR)∗]4, where the single L
describes the turn before an extreme edge and (LR)∗ describes a stair sequence. Without loss
of generality, we assume that an xy-monotone sequence always begins with LL and that we
always draw the first LL as the topmost edge (the top extreme edge). Therefore, we can
also use TL, BL, BR, and TR to denote the corresponding stair sequences, namely the first,
second, third and fourth (LR)∗ subsequence after the first LL in cyclic order. Let T be the
concatenation of TL, the top extreme edge, and TR; let L, B, and R be defined analogously
following Fig. 17a. For a chain C, let the R-length r(C) be the number of reflex vertices on C.
If C ∈ {TR,TL,BL,BR}, then r(C) corresponds to the number of horizontal line segments and
the number of vertical line segments in C. When we say that a line segment lies above or below
another one, we also require implicitly that both line segments share a grid column.
In this section, we obtain the following two results.
Theorem 3. Given an xy-monotone angle sequence S of length n, we can find a polygon P
that realizes S and minimizes its (i) bounding box or (ii) area in O(n) time, and in constant
time we can find the optimum objective value if the R-lengths of the stair sequences are given.
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Figure 17. Extreme edges are bold. Stair BL is highlighted. a The four stairs TL, TR, BR, and BL of
an xy-monotone polygon. The sequences T , R, B, and L are unions of neighboring stairs. b & c Two
possibly optimum configurations of the polygon.
TR
(a) The stair TR (bold) with two delimiters
(white nodes). There are only two good steps
(highlighted) that belong to TR and its delim-
iters.
2
(b) The (only) two optimum polygons realizing
the 2-stair instance with r(BL) = r(TR) = 4. The
nodes depict skew convex vertices. The extreme
edges are bold.
Figure 18. A stair with good and bad steps a, and two optimum polygons realizing a 2-stair instance b.
Part (i) of Theorem 3 follows from the following observation: The bounding box of every
polygon that realizes S has width at least
max{r(T ), r(B)}+ 1
and height at least
max{r(L), r(R)}+ 1 .
Since we can always draw three stairs with edges of unit length, we can meet these lower bounds.
For part (ii), we first consider angle sequences with at most two nonempty stairs. Here, the
only non-trivial case is when the angle sequence consists of two opposite stair sequences, that
is, TL and BR, or BL and TR. Without loss of generality, consider the second case.
A stair has two delimiters which are the two vertices outside the stair that are adjacent to
the endpoints of the stair; see Figure 18a. Note that a delimiter is a convex vertex (L vertex).
For each convex vertex of a stair and its delimiters, a step is the polyline consisting of its two
adjacent edges. For a convex vertex of a stair, its step is good if both edges have the same
length. For a delimiter, its step is good if the edge adjacent to the stair is shorter by 1 than the
other edge. A step that is not good is bad. The size of a step is the minimum of the lengths of
its two edges.
Lemma 16. Let S be an xy-monotone angle sequence of length n consisting of exactly two
nonempty opposite stair sequences BL and TR. If r(BL) = r(TR), then we can choose any
extreme edge and, in O(n) time, we can compute a minimum-area polygon realizing S such that
the chosen extreme edge has length 1.
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(a) If two segments share two
grid columns (hatched and
shaded), contract both by
one unit.
ee
(b) If a segments shares two
grid columns (hatched and
shaded) adjacent to a reflex
vertex of a long segment, con-
tract both segments by one
unit.
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(c) If there is a vertex (white
node) one unit left and to the
bottom of v, then its incident
horizontal segment has length
at least 2.
f fv v
1
(d) If the vertical segment ad-
jacent to v has only length 1,
then decrease the area.
f fv
(e) If the vertical segment
adjacent to v has length at
least 2, then decrease the area
by introducing a new reflex
vertex (black node).
e e
(f) Then remove one reflex
vertex (black node) by re-
moving one unit of the right
end of the polygon.
Figure 19. Forbidden configurations for P ∗ as they allow to decrease the area. In c–f, we assume that
the only segment in B̂L of length greater than 1 is the bottom extreme edge.
Proof. Fix a minimum-area polygon P ∗ that realizes S. Let a = r(TR) and b = r(BL). If a = b,
then any two parallel extreme edges have length 2 and all other edges have length 1; see Fig. 18b.
To see this, we use a charging argument. Call a convex vertex skew if it is the top right corner
or the bottom left corner of the bounding box of its two adjacent edges. Observe that a grid
cell lying in the interior of a polygon can touch at most one skew convex vertex of the polygon,
assuming that the polygon has more than four vertices. As each convex vertex is touched by
exactly one grid cell from the interior, the number of skew convex vertices is a lower bound on
the area. Thus, the two polygons of our construction are optimum as every grid cell is touching
a skew convex vertex. Hence, if a = b, the minimum area is
area(P ∗) = 2(b+ 1) .
Also note that these two polygons are the only optimum ones as any other polygon contains at
least one grid cell not adjacent to any skew convex vertex.
Lemma 17. Let S be an xy-monotone angle sequence of length n consisting of exactly two
nonempty opposite stair sequences BL and TR. If r(BL) 6= r(TR), let X ∈ {BL,TR} be the
stair with the smaller number of reflex vertices. Given any priorities on the steps belonging
to X and its delimiters, in O(n) time, we can compute a minimum-area polygon realizing S
that minimizes the sizes of the steps according to the priorities.
Proof. Fix a minimum-area polygon P ∗ that realizes S. Let a = r(TR) and b = r(BL). As-
sume a < b (by rotation if necessary). Let B̂L denote the polyline consisting of BL and the
bottom and left extreme edge, and let T̂R denote the polyline consisting of TR and the top and
right extreme edge.
First, we show that all segments of B̂L are of unit length. Suppose that the claim were
false and that there is, without loss of generality, a horizontal line segment in B̂L longer than 1.
Consider the leftmost such segment e and let l(e) and r(e) denote its left and right endpoint,
respectively. If there were a horizontal segment in T̂R sharing at least two grid columns with e,
we could contract both segments by one unit and decrease the area of P ∗ without causing B̂L
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(a) The sweepline (dotted) stabbed a long
segment g of T̂R. Contract g and the hor-
izontal segment of B̂L left to the sweepline
by one unit. The vertical segment h
gets longer and we loose one reflex vertex
(black node).
e′ e′′
h
≥ 2
(b) Move all segments that were
stabbed by the sweepline up by
one unit, including e′. There
are not intersections as they
have vertical distance at least 2
to T̂R.
e′
e′′
h
(c) The resulting
polygon is simple,
has less area and
contains one new
reflex vertex (black
node).
Figure 20. If there is a line segment in B̂L of length greater than 1, then we can decrease the area
of P ∗ in several steps.
and T̂R to intersect; a contradiction to the optimality of P ∗; see Fig. 19a. There is also no
horizontal segment in T̂R passing through the two grid columns left and right of r(e), as, again,
we could contract and obtain a contradiction; see Fig. 19b.
We will now show that e is not the bottom extreme edge. If it were, we could modify P ∗ as
follows to decrease its area. First, we will observe that there is a convex vertex v of T̂R whose
both incident edges have length at least 2 and that there is no vertex of B̂L one unit to the
left and to the bottom of it. Given a < b, there is a horizontal line segment in T̂R of length at
least 2. Consider the rightmost such segment f and let v denote the right endpoint of f . If f is
the top extreme edge, then all horizontal edges, with the exception of e and f , have length 1.
Given a < b, that fact implies ‖f‖ > ‖e‖. Hence, ‖f‖ ≥ 3. In both cases of whether f is the top
extreme edge or not, if there were a vertex of B̂L lying one unit to the left and to the bottom
of v, then there is an incident horizontal edge of length at least 2; see Fig. 19c. This, however
is a contradiction as the only edge in B̂L of length bigger than 1 is e and its right endpoint is
the rightmost vertex in B̂L. Suppose that the vertical edge incident to v had only length 1.
Then we could move the vertical edge by one unit to the left without causing any intersections;
see Fig. 19d. This, however, is a contradiction to the optimality of P ∗. Consider the grid cell
inside P ∗ that has v as an endpoint. As argued above, it intersects no vertices of B̂L and,
consequently, no line segments of B̂L. Rotate the grid cell, together with the line drawings on
its boundary, by 180◦; see Fig. 19e. The resulting polygon P ∗′ has less area than P ∗, but one
reflex vertex more. To remove one reflex vertex from P ∗′, we contract one unit of e and we
contract the rightmost edge of T̂R, which has length 1; see Fig. 19f. Hence, the area decreases
again, and we obtain a contradiction to the optimality of P ∗, as our resulting polygon realizes
the same angle sequence. We conclude that e is not the bottom extreme edge.
Next, using the fact that e is not the bottom extreme edge, we will decrease the area of the
polygon by removing a carefully chosen reflex vertex from B̂L. Later, we will restore the angle
sequence of B̂L without increasing the area and thus obtain a contradiction. We cut e one unit
right to l(e) into two segments, e′ and e′′, where e′ denotes the left part. All the facts above
imply that the vertical distance between e′ and T̂R is at least ‖e‖, hence, at least 2. Place a
vertical line through e′, that we call a sweepline, and move the line to the left until, for the first
time, one of the two events occurs: (a) The horizontal line segment of T̂R stabbed by the line
has length greater than 1, or (b) the horizontal line segment of B̂L stabbed by the line has an
(left) incident vertical segment of length greater than 1. Note that one of the two events will
occur since, in our case, the left and top extreme edge cannot simultaneously attend length 1.
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Let h denote the left vertical line segment incident to the last horizontal line segment of B̂L
stabbed by the sweepline; see Fig. 20a. If the sweep process terminates with event (a), take the
horizontal line segment g in T̂R of length at least 2 that has been stabbed by the sweep line.
Contract one unit of this segment and contract the rightmost horizontal line segment of B̂L
left to e′ that has not been stabbed. The latter segment has to be a unit-length segment. By
this operation, we decrease the area of P ∗, we increase the length of h, and we loose one reflex
vertex in BL. We proceed similarly if the sweep process does not terminate with event (a). We
take any horizontal line segment g in T̂R of length at least 2, which exists given a < b, and
which lies left to the sweep line or right to e. Then we contract one unit of g and we contract
the leftmost horizontal line segment lying below g. As a result, we decrease the area and loose
one reflex vertex.
In both cases, the vertical edge h has length at least 2. Now, in order to reintroduce the
missing reflex vertex, we take the subsequence of all segments of B̂L that where stabbed by the
line at some moment, and shift all these segments up by one unit. In the same time, we shrink h
by one unit and connect the right endpoint of e′ via a vertical segment to e′′; see Fig. 20b and 20c.
To see that we do not cause any intersections, recall that the distance between e′ and T̂R is at
least 2. Also, recall that all line segments of our subsequence have unit length, the horizontal
ones as well as the vertical ones. Together with the fact that all horizontal line segments of T̂R
lying above the subsequence, with possible exception of the last segment, also have unit length,
we conclude that every line segment of our subsequence had distance at least 2 to T̂R before
the up-shifting. Hence, we have obtained a feasible polygon for the same angle sequence as P ∗
but with smaller area; a contradiction.
Next, we express the area of P ∗ as a function of the edge lengths of T̂R. We will use the
function to find out which values for the edge lengths minimize the area. For 1 ≤ i ≤ a+ 1,
let τi denote the i-th horizontal segment in T̂R from the left. Given our assumption that all
horizontal segments of B̂L are of unit-length, we can express the length ‖τi‖ of τi as the number
of horizontal segments of B̂L lying below τi. Thus, we have
∑a+1
i=1 ‖τi‖ = b+ 1. Let area(i)
denote the area below τi in P
∗, that is, the number of grid cells in P ∗ sharing a grid column
with τi. Since the left extreme edge in P
∗ has length 1, the area in P ∗ under τ1 is
area(1) =
‖τ1‖∑
j = 1
j =
‖τ1‖ (‖τ1‖+ 1)
2
.
For 2 ≤ i ≤ a+ 1, the distance between τi and any horizontal segment below it is 2; it cannot
be less, and if it were more, we could feasibly shift τi to the bottom by at least one unit,
contradicting the optimality of P ∗. Thus, we have
area(i) =
‖τi‖∑
j = 1
(j + 1) =
(‖τi‖+ 1)(‖τi‖+ 2)
2
− 1 .
We can overcome the difference between i = 1 and i ≥ 2 by splitting τ1 into τ ′0 and τ ′1, such
that ‖τ ′0‖ = 1 and ‖τ ′1‖ = ‖τ1‖ − 1 holds. Note that ‖τ ′1‖ can be 0. For 2 ≤ i ≤ a+ 1, let τ ′i = τi.
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Observe that now we have
∑a+1
i=1 ‖τ ′i‖ = b. Thus,
area(P ∗) = 1 +
a+1∑
i=1
(
(‖τ ′i‖+ 1)(‖τ ′i‖+ 2)
2
− 1
)
= 1 +
a+1∑
i=1
(
1
2
∥∥τ ′i∥∥2 + 32 ∥∥τ ′i∥∥
)
= 1 +
3
2
b+
1
2
a+1∑
i=1
∥∥τ ′i∥∥2 ,
which is minimized if
∑a+1
i=1 ‖τ ′i‖2 is minimal. By Cauchy-Schwarz, we know that this is the
case if, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , a+ 1}, the length ‖τ ′i‖ is equal to the arithmetic mean; since we
have to use integers, the convexity of the function tells us that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , a+ 1}, the
length ‖τ ′i‖ has to be as close to the arithmetic mean as possible, that is,∥∥τ ′i∥∥ ∈ {bb/(a+ 1)c, db/(a+ 1)e} .
Let q bet the quotient and r the remainder when b is divided by a+ 1. Hence,
area(P ∗) =
(a+ 1)(q + 1)(q + 2)
2
− a+ r(q + 2) .
Repeating the same discussion for the vertical segment, we obtain the fact that every line
segments of TR is of length bb/(a+ 1)c or db/(a+ 1)e, and the top and right extreme edge
is of length bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1 or db/(a+ 1)e+ 1 (the latter fact follows from ‖τ1‖ = ‖τ ′1‖+ 1).
Observe that, in P ∗, all steps belonging to TL and its delimiters are good steps. Otherwise, we
could take one of the two edges belonging to a bad step and move it towards the interior of the
polygon and thus contradict the optimality of P ∗. Further, observe that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ a+ 1, the
size of the i-th step from the left corresponds to ‖τ ′1‖. Hence, all steps are of size bb/(a+ 1)c
or db/(a+ 1)e. We conclude that we can arbitrarily assign the values bb/(a+ 1)c or db/(a+ 1)e
to the steps sizes as long as they sum up to b and in this way obtain a feasible, and, hence,
minimum polygon realizing S. Thereby, we can take into account any priority on the steps given
by the input. Thus, we can construct a minimum-area polygon realizing S in O(n) time.
Note that the proofs of Lemma 16 and 17 also allow us to obtain, in O(1) time, the exact
area of a minimum polygon without having to construct it. We summarize our results in the
following corollary.
Corollary 4. Let S be an xy-monotone angle sequence of length n consisting of exactly two
nonempty opposite stair sequences BL and TR. We can find a minimum-area polygon that
realizes S in O(n) time. If r(BL) and r(TR) are given, we can compute the area of such a
polygon in O(1) time.
The proofs of Lemmas 16 and 17 also lead to the following observation.
Observation 4. Let P be any polygon realizing an angle sequence S consisting of exactly two
nonempty opposite stairs TR and BL with a = r(TR) and b = r(BL). The polygon P is a polygon
of minimum area realizing S if and only if the following holds: If a < b, then
(i) the steps of TR and its delimiters are good and have size bb/(a+ 1)c or db/(a+ 1)e.
(ii) the bottom and right extreme edge and all edges of BL have length 1.
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(a) Two half-canonical polygons that are not canonical.
BTL
BBR
(b) A canonical polygon.
Figure 21. Examples of half-canonical and canonical polygons. The nodes depict the interior corners
of the bounding boxes (hatched).
If a = b, then
(iii) two parallel extreme edges have length 2, and
(iv) all other edges have length 1.
We now consider the case of four nonempty stairs. (The case of three nonempty stairs can
be solved analogously.)
Definition 5. Let P be any xy-monotone polygon P with four nonempty stairs TL, TR, BL,
and BR. For X ∈ {TL,TR,BL,BR}, let BX denote the bounding box of X and its adjacent
extreme edges. An interior corner of BX is the corner of BX that lies inside P and not on the
extension of any extreme edge adjacent to X. We call P half-canonical if P has two non-adjacent
nonempty stairs (X,Y ) ∈ {(TL,BR), (TR,BL)} such that
(C1) BX and BY do not intersect in more than one point,
and we call it canonical if even
(C2) each of the two interior corners of BX and BY lies on a line segment of P that also
contains an endpoint of one the two stairs in {TL,BR,TR,BL} \X ∪ Y .
Figure 21 depicts some examples for the case that X = BTL and Y = BBR holds. In Prop-
erty (C2), the interior corner of the bounding box may coincide with the endpoint of the
respective stair; see BTL in Fig. 21b. Also note that Property (C1) is a necessary condition for
Property (C2).
Lemma 18. For every four-stair sequence S with |S| > 36, there exists a polygon of minimum
area realizing S that is canonical.
Proof. Consider an optimum polygon P ∗ realizing the angle sequence S. Suppose it is not
canonical. Observe that all four extreme edges are of length 1, otherwise the polygon is not
optimum.
First, suppose that Property (C1) does not hold. Then, for any pair of two opposite stairs,
the bounding boxes of their adjacent extreme edges intersect in more than one point. Hence,
the (closed) x-ranges of the horizontal extreme edges intersect and the (closed) y-ranges of the
vertical extreme edges intersect. Since the extreme edges have length 1, and the bounding boxes
intersect in more than one point, we even have that the (closed) x-ranges of the top and bottom
extreme edges are the same, or the (closed) y-ranges of the left and right extreme edges are the
same. Suppose (by rotation if necessary) it is the latter and also suppose (by temporary vertical
or horizontal reflection and, afterwards, backward reflection) that the stair TR has R-length
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(a) Shifting the ccw path be-
tween u and v down by two
units.
u
z
BTL
v
w
BBR
(b) Shifting the ccw path be-
tween w and z left by three
units.
u
v
w
z
e2
e1
ρ
(c) The resulting polygon.
Figure 22. Transforming an xy-monotone polygon to a polygon that satisfies (C1) and has less area.
greater than 4 (since |S| > 36, this is possible). Let u be the left endpoint of the bottom
extreme edge and let v be the reflex vertex that precedes, in ccw order, the top extreme edge;
see Fig. 22a.
We shift the boundary of P ∗ that lies on the ccw walk from u to v down by two units,
stretching the vertical edges adjacent to u and v. The new polygon P ′ still realizes the angle
sequence and its area is larger by two units than the area of P . However, now BTL and BBR are
intersection-free. Let w be the reflex vertex that follows, in ccw order, the right extreme edge
and let z be the bottom endpoint of the left extreme edge; see Fig. 22b. We shift the boundary
of P ′ that lies on the ccw walk from w to z to the left by three units, stretching the horizontal
edges adjacent to w and z. The new polygon still realizes the angle sequence and is still simple:
The only crossings that can occur by this operation are between TR and BL. The left extreme
edge lies at most three rows above the right extreme edge ρ; hence, any crossing must involve
the vertical edge e1 of TR in the row above ρ or the vertical edge e2 of TR two rows above ρ; see
Fig. 22. Let the x-axis go from left to right and let x(v) denote the x-coordinate of v where v
is a vertex or a vertical segment. Since r(TR) > 4, we have after the shift
x(e1) ≥ x(e2) ≥ x(v) + r(TR)− 2 ≥ x(v) + 3 = x(u) + 1 .
Since each vertical edge of BL has x-coordinate at most x(u), there can be no crossing. However,
now the area of the polygon decreased by three units; a contradiction to the fact that P ∗ is
optimum. Hence, Property (C1) has to hold for P ∗.
Now, assume that there is a bounding box pair having at most one point in common, without
loss of generality, BTL and BBR. Since the optimum polygon P
∗ is not canonical, Property (C2)
has to be violated by at least one of the two bounding boxes, say BTL. Then the interior corner
(bottom right corner) of BTL does not lie on a line segment that also contains an endpoint
of TR or BL. Hence, the endpoints of TR or BL have to lie on the boundary of BTL “behind”
the interior corner, that is, they lie on two different edges of BTL and, for each one of them,
its distance to the closest corner of BTL is at least 1. Then, for at least one of the two edges,
it holds that the line going through the edge does not cross the interior of BBR (it can happen
that only one such line exists as Fig. 21a indicates). Without loss of generality, this holds for
the line g that goes through the horizontal edge of BTL.
Next, we observe that g does not cross any vertical line segment of TR; instead, there is
a horizontal line segment of TR lying on g. To see this, suppose the contrary. Thus, there
exists a vertical line segment v of TR that is cut by g; see Fig. 23a. Thus, the two endpoints
of v lie at least one unit above and below g, respectively. Consider the horizontal line segment
of TR starting at the top endpoint of v. We can move the horizontal segment downwards and
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(a) Shifting a horizontal
edge onto g.
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(b) Shifting the part
above g to the left.
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BLX
(c) The resulting polygon
satisfies (C2) for BTL (not
for BBR).
Figure 23. Transforming an xy-monotone polygon to a polygon that satisfies (C2) and has the same
area.
place it on g. By this operation, the angle sequence does not change and the polygon remains
simple as all line segments of BL, the only segments that might cross TR after his operation,
lie below g by at least one unit. Hence, by moving the horizontal edge downwards, we in fact
shrink the area of the polygon; a contradiction to its optimality. Thus, g contains a horizontal
line segment of TR.
Now, we cut the polygon through g into two parts; see Fig. 23b. Then, we shift the upper
part to the left until the endpoint of BL coincides with the bottom right corner of BTL; see
Fig. 23c. Hence, Property (C2) is satisfied for BTL. Moreover, the resulting polygon realizes
the same angle sequence as before and has the same area as before. Note that if BBR satisfied
Property (C2) before the shift operation, then it also satisfies the property afterwards: If its
interior corner (top left corner) lies below g, then any edge containing the corner will remain
unchanged as we do not change anything below g. If its interior corner lies on g, then BBR can
only satisfy Property (C2) by an endpoint of TR which has also to lie on g. During the shift
operation, we move this endpoint only to the left, thus the property remains fulfilled for BBR.
If the polygon is not yet canonical, then we repeat the procedure with BBR (without losing
Property (C2) for BTL) and obtain a canonical optimum polygon. Hence, Property (C2) holds.
Let P ∗ be a canonical optimum polygon. Without loss of generality, Property (C2) is
satisfied for BTL and BBR. Consider the line segment of TR and the line segment of BL that
connect to BTL in a canonical polygon. The two line segments are connected to a same edge
of BTL and are
(i) both horizontal,
(ii) both vertical, or
(iii) perpendicular to each other.
The same holds for BBR. Consequently, there is only a constant number of ways in which the
stairs outside the two bounding boxes are connected to them. Even more, the three cases cannot
appear arbitrarily in an optimum polygon as we will see below.
We cut the optimum polygon P ∗ along the edge of BTL to which BL and TR are connected.
We also cut along the respective edge of BBR. We get three polygons P
∗
1 , P
∗
2 and P
∗
3 . The
polygons P ∗1 and P ∗3 , which lie on the outside, realize the 1-stair sequence defined by TL and BR
(including adjacent extreme edges), respectively, whereas the middle polygon P ∗2 realizes the 2-
stair sequence defined by the concatenation of BL, TR, and the edge segments of BTL and BBR
that connect them.
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∗
1
P ∗2 P
∗
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Figure 24. If P ∗2 connects to P
∗
1 via two horizontal segments (bold) of distance 1, then the top one of
them has length at least 2. Thus, we can contract both by one unit and reduce the area by one grid cell
(hatched).
Let a = r(TR) and b = r(BL). If a = b, then, for at least one of the two bounding boxes BTL
and BBR, Case (iii) holds. To see this, suppose the contrary. Then, for P
∗
1 and P
∗
3 , the two
parallel segments of TR an BL attached to it have distance at least 2, as otherwise we could
shrink the area; see Fig. 24. This fact implies that the extreme edges of BTL and BBR to which
we attached P ∗2 have length at least 3. Let e and f denote the extreme edges in the angle
sequence of P ∗2 to which we attached P ∗1 and P ∗3 , respectively. By Observation 4, we compute
a minimum-area polygon P2 for the angle sequence of P
∗
2 such that e has length 1 and f has
length at most 2. Then, we can feasibly attach P ∗1 and P ∗3 to P2 yielding a polygon for S of
area at most area(P ∗). However, now the two parallel segments of TR an BL touching P ∗1 have
only distance 1. As discussed above, we can shrink the area; a contradiction to the optimality
of P ∗.
This observation leads to the following algorithm: For |S| ≤ 36, we find a solution in constant
time by exhaustive search. For larger |S|, we guess which pair of opposite bounding boxes
in {(TL,BR), (TR,BL)} is intersection-free in the canonical optimum polygon P ∗ that we want
to compute. Without loss of generality, we guessed BTL and BBR (the other case is symmetric).
Then, we guess how TR and BL, the two stairs outside BTL and BBR, are connected to each
of the two bounding boxes (see Cases (i)–(iii)). The guessed information gives us two 1-stair
instances and a 2-stair instance. We solve the instances independently and then put the solutions
together to form a solution to the whole instance.
Whereas the 1-stair instances are trivial to solve, we apply Lemmas 16 and 17 to obtain a
solution to the middle instance. For this purpose, we will also fix some edge lengths and assign
priorities to steps as follows. Let a = r(TR) and b = r(BL). Without loss of generality, a ≤ b
and r(TL) ≤ r(BR) (the other cases are symmetric). Assume a = b. If we guessed Case (iii) for
both BTL and BBR, then we choose an arbitrary extreme edge to have length 1. Otherwise,
exactly one of the two bounding boxes is in Case (i) or (ii). When its corresponding instance has
been solved, we have to attach the solution to a particular extreme edge of the solution of the
middle instance. We choose this extreme edge to have length 1 in the solution (see Lemma 16).
Next, assume a < b. Recall that for this case, the algorithm of Lemma 17 takes any priorities
into account that we have assigned to the steps. The algorithm guarantees that steps of higher
priority are not smaller than steps of lower priority. We will assign the priorities in the following
way. If we guessed Case (ii) for BTL, then we assign the highest priority to the step of the left
delimiter of TR, and the second-highest priority to the step of the right delimiter of TR. In all
other cases, we give the highest priority to the step of the right delimiter of TR.
In detail, we put our three solutions together as follows. Let P1 denote our solution to the
instance corresponding to BTL, let P2 denote our solution to the middle instance, and let P3
denote our solution to the instance corresponding to BBR; see Fig. 25a. If we guessed Case (ii)
for BTL, then we put P1 and P2 together along their corresponding horizontal extreme edges.
If the bottom extreme edge of P1 is too short, we make it sufficiently longer by shifting the
left extreme edge of P1 to the left; see Fig.. 25b. Case (i) works symmetrically. If we guessed
Case (iii) for BTL, then note that the left or top extreme edge of P2 has length at least 2
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(a) The three solutions.
The arrows indicate how
to attach P1 if we are in
Case (iii).
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P3
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(b) We use Case (ii)
for P1 and Case (i)
for P3, both have to be
stretched.
P ′1
P3
P ′2
(c) The alternative
cut yields three in-
stances optimally
solved by P ′1, P
′
2 and
again P3.
Figure 25. Putting the three solutions P1, P2 and P3 together.
(independently of that we are in Case (iii)). We glue P1 and P2 together along this extreme
edge and the corresponding extreme edge of P1; see Fig. 25a. We repeat the same process
with P2 and P3.
All in all, we obtain a canonical polygon P which realizes the given angle sequence. To show
that it has minimum area, we cut it into three smaller parts and show that the area of each
part is upper bounded by the corresponding part of P ∗. Our choice of the parts will depend on
the following cases.
(1) First, assume that we did not prolong any extreme edges. Consider the optimum poly-
gon P ∗ realizing S and our guesses and cut it accordingly to obtain three polygons P ∗1 , P ∗2 ,
and P ∗3 , corresponding to the three instances of P1, P2 and P3, respectively. Note that,
by construction, P2 is a minimum-area polygon. Since we did not prolong the edges
of P1 and P2, these polygons are also of minimum area. Hence, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we ob-
tain area(Pi) ≤ area(P ∗i ), implying
area(P ) ≤ area(P ∗) .
(2) Secondly, assume that we did prolong only an extreme edge of P1. Then we guessed
Cases (i) or (ii) for BTL. Note that we did not prolong any edge of P2 if a = b as otherwise
we would have solved P2 such that the extreme edge on P2 to which we attached P1 would
have unit length; contradicting the necessity to prolong the corresponding extreme edge
of P1. Thus, we have a < b. Further, observe that we did not guess Case (i) for P1, as oth-
erwise we would attach P1 to the left extreme edge of P2. This would, however, contradict
the necessity to prolong as the left extreme edge has unit length by Observation 4 and the
fact a < b. We conclude that we prolonged the bottom extreme edge e of P1 in Case (ii);
see Fig. 25b. We now cut P ∗ in a slightly different way. Our first cut goes horizontally
through the top endpoint of the left extreme edge (before, we cut through the bottom
endpoint), and our second cut is the same as before. Hence, by the second cut, we again
obtain P ∗3 . The two other polygons that we get, P ∗1
′ and P ∗2
′, realize a 1- and a 2-stair in-
stance, respectively. We cut P in the same way and obtain three polygons P ′1, P ′2, and P3,
where P ′2 is the polygon realizing the 2 star instance; see Fig. 25c. Whereas P1 is not a
minimum-area polygon due to the prolongation of its extreme edge, we have that P ′1 as well
as P3 is a minimum-area polygon. Hence, area(P
′
1) ≤ area(P ∗1 ) and area(P3) ≤ area(P ∗3 ).
We now show that area(P ′2) ≤ area(P ∗2 ′) holds by proving that P ′2 is a minimum-area
polygon. The three inequalities will imply area(P ) ≤ area(P ∗).
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Let BL′ be the stair sequence that we obtain by adding one reflex and one convex ver-
tex to BL. Thus, we have r(BL′) = b+ 1. Observe that the 2-stair instance realized
by P ′2 and P ∗2
′ consists of the two stairs TR and BL′. Given that all line segments
belonging to BL in P2 had unit length, so do all the line segments in P
′
2 belonging
to BL′. The same holds for the left and bottom extreme edge of P ′2. Then, note that
the step s′ of the left delimiter of TR in P ′2 is good. Also note that it is bigger by 1
when compared to the step s of the left delimiter of TR in P2. Given our priorities
on the steps when we computed P2, the size of s is bb/(a+ 1)c. Consequently, the
size of s′ is bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1. Let S and S′ denote all the steps belonging to TR with
its delimiters in P2 and P
′
2, respectively. As the sizes of the steps in S \ {s} did not
change, all steps in S′ have sizes in {bb/(a+ 1)c , db/(a+ 1)e , bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1}. If s was
the only stair of size bb/(a+ 1)c, then, given the total size b of all steps in S, all steps
in S′ must have the same size (b+ 1)/(a+ 1). Otherwise, if s was not the only stair
in S of size bb/(a+ 1)c, then only two different step sizes occur for S′ and, in particu-
lar, we have bb/(a+ 1)c = b(b+ 1)/(a+ 1)c. Hence, in every case, all steps in S′ have
size in {b(b+ 1)/(a+ 1)c , d(b+ 1)/(a+ 1)e}. Given all these facts, Observation 4 implies
that P ′2 is a minimum-area polygon.
(3) Thirdly, assume that we also prolonged an extreme edge of P3. By a similar argument that
we used for P1, one can show that this may happen only if we guessed Case (i) for BBR
and a < b holds. In what follows, let r be the step of the delimiter of TR in P2. If we did
not prolong any extreme edge of P1 and if r has size bb/(a+ 1)c, then we can conduct a
similar discussion as in Case (2) and obtain area(P ) ≤ area(P ∗).
To this end, we therefore assume that (a) we did prolong an extreme edge of P1 (it has
to be the bottom one), or that (b) the step r has size bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1. We cut P ∗ and P
in the same way as in Case (2) and we define, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, the variables P ′i and P ∗i ′, as
well as BL′, S, S′, s and s′ in the same way as in Case (2). Note that r is in S and in S′.
Also note that r has the smallest size among all steps in S \ {s} as it received at least the
second-highest priority when computing P2. We claim that P
′
2 is a minimum-area polygon
and that r is a smallest step in S′. Given this claim, we can conduct a similar discussion
as in Case (2) and obtain area(P ) ≤ area(P ∗).
If we did prolong the bottom extreme edge e of P1 (which can happen only in Case (ii)
for BTL), then the polygon P
′
2 is of minimum area by our discussion of Case (2). Given
that r has the smallest size among all steps in S \ {s} and given that s′ is greater than s,
we conclude that r is a smallest step in S′.
Otherwise, assume that we did not prolong e. There are two immediate consequences.
First, e is at least one unit longer than the top extreme edge of P2. Thus, Observa-
tion 4 implies ‖e‖ ≥ bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1. Secondly, bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1 is the size of the step r
as one of the two assumptions (a) or (b) must hold. Hence, given the size of r, the left
extreme edge g of P3 has length bb/(a+ 1)c+ 2 after its prolongation. Recall our assump-
tion r(TL) ≤ r(BR) and observe ‖e‖ = r(TL) + 1 and (after prolongation) ‖g‖ > r(BL) + 1.
Thus,
bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1 ≤ ‖e‖ < ‖g‖ = bb/(a+ 1)c+ 2 ,
and so we have ‖e‖ = bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1. Further, observe that all line segments belonging
to BL′ as well as the left and bottom extreme edge are of unit length in P ′2. Since the top
extreme edge of P ′2 coincides with e, we conclude that s′ is a good step that is bigger than s
by exactly one unit. Given that r has the smallest size among all steps in S \ {s} and size
greater than s, all steps in S \ {s} are of size bb/(a+ 1)c+ 1. Thus, all steps in S′ are
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(a) An x-monotone polygon. (b) Conditions (D1)–(D2) are
satisfied.
(c) Conditions (D1)–(D3) are
satisfied.
Figure 26. Illustration of how to make a polygon canonical. The bold horizontal edges are outer
extreme edges, the hashed area marks double stairs (see definition in proof of Theorem 4). Note that
the illustrating drawing is not optimal.
good and of the same size, hence, of size (b+ 1)/(a+ 1). Therefore, by Observation 4, P ′2
is a minimum-area polygon and r a smallest step in S′.
We conclude that we computed a polygon of minimum area. The run time is linear in n since our
algorithm computes only constantly many 1-stair and 2-stair instances which are each solvable
in linear time. Given the number of reflex vertices for the four stairs, we can even compute
the minimum area in constant time since this is true for instances with two or less stairs. This
observation completes our proof of Theorem 3.
3.2 The x-Monotone Case
For the x-monotone case, we first give an algorithm that minimizes the bounding box of the
polygon, and then an algorithm that minimizes the area.
An x-monotone polygon consists of two vertical extreme edges, that is, the leftmost and the
rightmost vertical edge, and at least two horizontal extreme edges, which are defined to be the
horizontal edges of locally maximum or minimum height. The vertical extreme edges divide the
polygon into an upper and a lower hull, each of which consists of xy-monotone chains that are
connected by the horizontal extreme edges. We call a horizontal extreme edge of type RR an
inner extreme edge, and a horizontal extreme edge of type LL an outer extreme edge; see Fig. 26a.
Similar to the xy-monotone case, we consider a stair to be an xy-monotone chain between any
two consecutive extreme edges (outer and inner extreme edges as well as vertical extreme edges)
and we let stair sequence denote the corresponding angle subsequence (LR)∗. Without loss of
generality, at least one inner extreme edge exists, otherwise the polygon is xy-monotone and we
refer to Section 3.1. Given an x-monotone sequence, we always draw the first RR-subsequence
as the leftmost inner extreme edge of the lower hull. By this, the correspondence between the
angle subsequences and the stairs and extreme edges is unique.
Definition 6. An x-monotone polygon is canonical if
(D1) all outer extreme edges are lying on the border of the bounding box,
(D2) each vertical non-extreme edge that is not incident to an inner extreme edge has length 1,
and
(D3) each horizontal edge that is not an outer extreme edge has length 1.
The following lemma states that it suffices to find a canonical x-monotone polygon of mini-
mum bounding box; see Fig. 26 for an illustration.
Lemma 19. Any x-monotone polygon can be transformed into a canonical x-monotone polygon
without changing its bounding box.
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Proof. Let P be an x-monotone polygon. We transform it into a canonical polygon in two steps
without changing its bounding box.
First, we move all horizontal edges on the upper hull as far up as possible and all hori-
zontal edges on the lower hull as far down as possible; see Fig. 26a and 26b. This establishes
Condition (D1). Furthermore, assume that there is a vertical edge (u, v) on the upper hull
with y(u) > y(v) + 1. If the (unique) horizontal edge (v, w) is not an inner extreme edge,
then it can be moved upwards until y(u) = y(v) + 1, which contradicts the assumption that
all horizontal edges on the upper hull are moved as far up as possible. This argument applies
symmetrically to the edges on the lower hull. Hence, Condition (D2) is established.
Second, we move all vertical edges on a stair as far as possible in the direction of the inner
extreme edge bounding the stair, for instance, if the stair lies on the upper hull and is directed
downwards, then all vertical edges are moved as far right as possible; see Fig. 26b and 26c.
This movement stretches the outer extreme edges while simultaneously contracting all other
horizontal edges to length 1, which satisfies Condition (D3).
Note that in neither step the bounding box changed. Since all conditions are satisfied, the
resulting polygon is canonical.
We observe that the length of the vertical extreme edges depends on the height of the
bounding box, while the length of all other vertical edges is fixed by the angle sequence. Thus,
a canonical x-monotone polygon is fully described by the height of its bounding box and the
length of its outer extreme edges. Furthermore, the y-coordinate of each vertex depends solely
on the height of the bounding box.
We use a dynamic program that constructs a canonical polygon of minimum bounding box
in time O(n3). For each possible height h of the bounding box, the dynamic program populates
a table that contains an entry for any pair of an extreme vertex p (that is, an endpoint of an
outer extreme edge) and a horizontal edge e of the opposite hull. The value of the entry T [p, e]
is the minimum width w such that the part of the polygon left of p can be drawn in a bounding
box of height h and width w in such a way that the edge e is intersecting the interior of the
grid column left of p.
Theorem 4. Given an x-monotone angle sequence S of length n, we can find a polygon P that
realizes S and minimizes its bounding box in O(n3) time.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we present an algorithm that constructs a canonical polygon of
minimum bounding box in time O(n3). The height of any minimum bounding box is at most n;
otherwise, as there are only n vertices, there is a y-coordinate on the grid that contains no vertex
and can be “removed”. For any height h of the n possible heights of an optimum polygon, we
run the following dynamic program in O(n2) time.
We call the left and right endpoint of an outer extreme edge the left extreme vertex and the
right extreme vertex, respectively. The dynamic program contains an entry for any pair of an
extreme vertex p and a horizontal edge e of the opposite hull. Consider the part of the polygon
between p and e that includes the left vertical extreme edge, that is, the chain that goes from p
to e over the left vertical extreme edge. The value of the entry T [p, e] is the minimum width w
of a bounding box of height h in which this part of the polygon can be drawn in such a way
that edge e is intersecting the interior of the grid column left of p and such that e has the
same y-coordinate as it has in a canonical drawing of the whole polygon in a bounding box of
height h; see Fig. 27. We call (p, e) an extreme column pair.
We compute T [p, e] as follows. Consider a drawing of the part of the polygon between p
and e that includes the left vertical extreme edge in a bounding box of height h and minimum
width. Let p′ be the rightmost extreme vertex in this drawing to the left of p, let (p′, e′) be the
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Figure 27. Two extreme column pairs (p, e) and (p′, e′) with T [p, e] = T [p′, e′] + w′ = w. The part of
the polygon left of p can be drawn in the bounding box of size h× w.
corresponding extreme column pair, and let w′ be the horizontal distance between p and p′; see
Fig. 27.
We can find (p′, e′) and w′ from the angle sequence as follows. If p is a left extreme vertex,
then, by Condition (D3), the pair (p′, e′) and the distance w′ is fully determined. Otherwise,
if p is a right extreme vertex, then p′ is either the left extreme vertex incident to p, or p′ is
the horizontally closest extreme vertex on the opposite hull; we test both cases. Again, by
Condition (D3), edge e′ and distance w′ is fully determined.
When determining (p′, e′) and w′, we also test, as we will describe in the next paragraph,
whether we can canonically draw the part of the polygon between (p′, e′) and (p, e) in the given
space constraints. If we can, then we call (p′, e′) a feasible pair for (p, e). We find a feasible
pair (p′, e′) for (p, e) with the smallest value of T [p′, e′] + w′ and set
T [p, e] = T [p′, e′] + w′ .
If all pairs for (p, e) are infeasible, we set T [p, e] =∞.
First, we will argue that if there is such a canonical drawing, then it is unique. We as-
sume T [p′, e′] <∞. We group each pair of stairs that share an inner extreme edge as a double
stair ; see Fig. 26c. Each remaining stair forms a double stair by itself. Let P> denote the part
of the upper hull between (p′, e′) and (p, e). Given the choice of p′, it does not contain any
endpoint of an outer extreme edge in its interior. Hence, there are only two cases. Either P>
consists of a single horizontal line segment belonging to an outer extreme edge, or it is a sub-
chain belonging to a double stair. In the first case, by Condition (D1), we have to draw P>
on the top boundary of the bounding box. Further, its left endpoint has x-coordinate equal
to T [p′, e′] and the length of the segment is w′. Hence, the drawing is unique. In the second
case, note that conditions (D1)–(D3) determine the lengths and y-positions of all edges with the
exception of the lengths of the outer extreme edges. Thus, given the x-position of any vertex of
a double stair, there is only one canonical way to draw the double stair. In our case, the value
of T [p′, e′] is equal to the x-position of the leftmost vertex of P>. Hence, the drawing of P> is
unique. By the same arguments, we have to draw the part P⊥ of the lower hull between (p′, e′)
and (p, e) in a unique way.
Now, given the unique drawings of P> and P⊥, we check for every x-coordinate whether P>
is lying above P⊥. If and only if this is the case, then the two drawings together form a feasible
canonical drawing and (p′, e′) is a feasible pair for (p, e).
In the last step, we compute the minimum width w of the bounding box assuming height h.
Consider an optimum canonical drawing of the whole polygon in a bounding box of height h.
Let p∗ be a rightmost (right) extreme vertex. Note that for p∗ there are only two candidates,
one from the upper hull and one from the lower hull. Since p∗ is a rightmost extreme vertex,
all horizontal edges to the right of p∗ (on the upper and on the lower hull) are segments of
length 1. Thus, given p∗, we can compute the distance r∗ between p∗ and the right vertical
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extreme edge. Let e∗ be the r∗-th horizontal edge from the right on the hull opposite to p∗.
Observe that edge e∗ is the edge that forms an extreme column pair with p∗. Hence, the width
of the polygon is w = T [p∗, e∗] + r∗.
We compute width w as follows. For each one of the two candidates for p∗, we deter-
mine r∗ and e∗. Then we check whether the candidate is feasible. For this, recall that
Conditions (D1)–(D3) determine the y-positions of all edges. Also recall that all horizontal
edges to the right of (p∗, e∗) are of length 1. Hence, there is only one way to canonically draw
the edges right to (p∗, e∗). If the upper hull always stays above the lower hull, candidate p∗ is
feasible. Thus, we get the width by
w = min
feasible candidate p∗
{T [p∗, e∗] + r∗} ∪ {∞} .
For every height h, we compute the minimum width w and find the bounding box of minimum
area w · h.
It remains to show the run time of the algorithm. The table T consists of O(n2) entries. To
find the value of an entry T [p, e], we have to find the closest column pair (p′, e′) to the left, the
distance w′, and we have to test whether we can canonically draw the polygon between (p′, e′)
and (p, e). We now show that each of these steps is possible in O(1) time by precomputing some
values for each point.
(i) For each point, we store its y-coordinate. As observed above, the y-coordinate is fixed,
and it can be computed in O(n) time in total by traversing the stairs.
(ii) For each point p, we store the next extreme point λ(p) to the left on the same hull, as
well as the distance δ(p) to it. These values can be computed in O(n) time in total by
traversing the upper and the lower hull from left to right.
(iii) For each left extreme vertex q, we store an array that contains all horizontal edges be-
tween q and λ(q) ordered by their appearance on a walk from q to λ(q) on the same hull.
We also store the index of the inner extreme edge in this array. These arrays can be
computed altogether in O(n) time by traversing the upper and the lower hull from right
to left.
The precomputation takes O(n) time in total. Given an extreme column pair (p, e), let le
be the left endpoint of e. We can use the precomputation of Step (ii) to find in O(1) time
the closest extreme vertex p′ to the left of p, since it is either λ(p) or λ(le), as well as the
distance w′, which is either δ(p) or δ(le). To test whether we can canonically draw the polygon
between (p′, e′) and (p, e), we make use of the fact that there is no outer extreme edge between
them. Hence, we only have to test whether a pair of opposite double stairs intersects. To this
end, we observe that a pair of double stairs can only intersect if the inner extreme edge of the
lower hull lies (partially) above the upper hull or the inner extreme edge of the upper hull lies
(partially) below the lower hull. With the array precomputed in Step (iii), we can find the
edge opposite of the inner extreme edges, and by Step (i), each point (and thus each edge)
knows its y-coordinate, which we only have to compare to find out whether an intersection
exists. Hence, we can compute each table entry in O(1) time after a precomputation step that
takes O(n) time.
Since we call the dynamic program O(n) times—once for each candidate for the height of
the bounding box—the algorithm takes O(n3) time in total. Following Lemma 19, this proves
the theorem.
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For the area minimization, we make two key observations. First, since the polygon is x-
monotone, each grid column (properly) intersects either no or exactly two horizontal edges: one
edge from the upper hull and one edge from the lower hull. Secondly, a pair of horizontal edges
share at most one column; otherwise, the polygon could be drawn with less area by shortening
both edges. With the same argument as for the bounding box, the height of any minimum-area
polygon is at most n.
We use a dynamic program to solve the problem. To this end, we fill a three-dimensional
table T as follows. Let e be a horizontal edge on the upper hull, let f be a horizontal edge of
the lower hull, and let h be an integer satisfying 1 ≤ h ≤ n. The entry T [e, f, h] specifies the
minimum area required to draw the part of the polygon to the left of (and including) the unique
common column of e and f under the condition that e and f share a column and have vertical
distance h.
Let e1, . . . , ek be the horizontal edges on the upper hull from left to right and let f1, . . . , fm
be the horizontal edges on the lower hull from left to right. For each h with 1 ≤ h ≤ n, we
initialize the table with T [e1, f1, h] = h. To compute any other entry T [ei, fj , h
′], we need to
find the correct entry from the column left of the column shared by ei and fj . There are
three possibilities: this column either intersects ei−1 and fj−1, it intersects ei and fj−1, or it
intersects ei−1 and fj . For each of these possibilities, we check which height can be realized if ei
and fj have vertical distance h
′ and search for the entry of minimum value. We set
T [ei, fj , h
′] = min
h′′ valid
{T [ei−1, fj−1, h′′], T [ei, fj−1, h′′], T [ei−1, fj , h′′]}+ h′ .
Finally, we can find the optimum solution by finding min1≤h≤n{T [ek, fm, h]}. Since the table
has O(n3) entries each of which we can compute in O(n) time, the algorithm runs in O(n4)
time. This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Given an x-monotone angle sequence S of length n, we can find a minimum-area
polygon that realizes S in O(n4) time.
4 The Monotone Case: Minimum Perimeter
In this section, we show how to compute a polygon of minimum perimeter for any xy-monotone
or x-monotone angle sequence S of length n.
Let P be an x-monotone polygon realizing S. Let eL be the leftmost vertical edge and let eR
be the rightmost vertical edge of P . Recall that P consists of two x-monotone chains; an upper
chain T and a lower chain B connected by eL and eR. For every e ∈ T , let T (eR, e) denote
the subchain of T consisting of all segments between eR and e (without eR and e). Similarly,
for every e′ ∈ B, let B(e′, eR) denote the subchain of B consisting of all segments between e′
and eR (without e
′ and eR). Without loss of generality, we assume that the number of reflex
vertices of T and B satisfies r(T ) ≥ r(B).
Definition 7. An x-monotone polygon is perimeter-canonical if
(1) every vertical edge except eR and eL has unit length, and
(2) every horizontal edge of T has unit length.
We show that it suffices to find a perimeter-canonical polygon of minimum perimeter.
Lemma 20. Any x-monotone polygon can be transformed into a perimeter-canonical x-mono-
tone polygon without increasing its perimeter.
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Figure 28. First step of transforming P into a canonical form. We decrease ‖e‖ by increasing ‖eR‖.
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Figure 29. Steps two and three of transforming P into a canonical form. We decrease the length of e
and e′ (bold) by increasing ‖eL‖ and ‖eR‖. Stretching el and eR prevents the crossing of f and f ′ (bold).
Proof. We transform any minimum-perimeter polygon into a perimeter-canonical form with-
out sacrificing its perimeter in two steps as follows. First, we shorten every long vertical
edge e ∈ T ∪B with ‖e‖ > 1 so that ‖e‖ = 1 holds. This shortening is always possible: For any
long vertical edge e ∈ T ∪B, say e ∈ T , if its end vertices have turns RL in ccw order, then we
proceed as follows; see Fig. 28. We move the subchain T (eR, e) upward by ‖e‖ − 1 units by
shortening e and by simultaneously stretching eR. This movement guarantees that ‖e‖ decreases
and ‖eR‖ increases by the same amount of ‖e‖ − 1, so the perimeter remains the same. We can
also shorten any long vertical edge whose end vertices have turns LR in a symmetric way.
Secondly, we shorten every long horizontal edge e ∈ T with ‖e‖ > 1 so that its length be-
comes 1. Suppose that e is the rightmost long horizontal edge e in T . Since r(T ) ≥ r(B), there
must be a long horizontal edge e′ in B. We shorten both e and e′ by one unit, and move the
two subchains T (eR, e) and B(e
′, eR) together with eR one unit left. This move may cause
two vertical edges, f ∈ T and f ′ ∈ B, to intersect; see Fig. 29a. Note that exactly one of both
vertical edges did not move, say f ′, as otherwise there would be no intersection between them.
This means f ′ is to the left of e′, that is, f ′ ∈ B \B(e′, eR). We also know that the x-distance
between f and f ′ prior to the move was one, otherwise they would not intersect. Since f and f ′
are of unit length, the lower end vertex of f has the same y-coordinate as the upper end vertex
of f ′. To avoid the intersection, we first move the whole upper chain T one unit upward by
stretching eR and eL each by one unit, as in Fig. 29b. Then we can move T (eR, e), B(e
′, eR),
and eR one unit to the left without causing any intersection. We get rid of two units by short-
ening e and e′, and receive two units by stretching eR and eL, so the total perimeter remains
unchanged. We repeat this second step until ‖e‖ = 1.
Assume that P is a minimum-perimeter canonical polygon that realizes S. Assume further
that r(T ) ≥ r(B) holds. Let peri(P ) denote the perimeter of P . By Conditions (1)–(2), every
edge in T is of unit length, so the length of T is 2 r(T ) + 1. This property implies that the
width of B should be r(T ) + 1. By Condition (1), the length of the vertical edges in B is r(B),
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so the total length of B is r(T ) + r(B) + 1. Thus, we can observe the following property.
Lemma 21. Given an x-monotone angle sequence S, there is a canonical minimum-perimeter
polygon P realizing S with r(T ) ≥ r(B) such that peri(P ) = 3 r(T ) + r(B) + 2 + ‖eL‖+ ‖eR‖
holds.
The first three terms of peri(P ) in Lemma 21 are constant, so we need to minimize the sum
of the last two terms, ‖eL‖ and ‖eR‖, to get a minimum perimeter. However, once one of them
is fixed, the other is automatically determined by the fact that all vertical edges in T and B
are unit-length segments. Even more, minimizing one of them is equivalent to minimizing their
sum, consequently minimizing the perimeter. We call the length of the left vertical extreme
edge of a polygon the height of the polygon.
4.1 The xy-Monotone Case
Let P be a minimum-perimeter canonical xy-monotone polygon that realizes an xy-monotone
angle sequence S of length n. As before, we assume that r(T ) ≥ r(B) holds. When n = 4, that
is, the number r of reflex vertices is 0, then a unit square P achieves the minimum perimeter.
Therefore, we assume in the following that we have r > 0. Recall that the boundary of P
consists of four stairs, TR,TL,BL, and BR. Let (r1, r2, r3, r4) be a quadruple of the numbers
of reflex vertices of TR,TL,BL, and BR, respectively. Then r = r1 + r2 + r3 + r4, where ri ≥ 0
for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Again, we define L as the chain consisting of TL, eL and BL and R as
the chain consisting of BR, eR and TR. In P , let w(T ) and w(B) denote the widths of T and B,
respectively, and h(L) and h(R) the heights of L and R, respectively. Hence, the perimeter of P
is
peri(P ) = w(T ) + w(B) + h(L) + h(R) .
Note that w(T ) = w(B) holds and, by Condition (2),
w(T ) = r1 + 1 + r2 .
Thus, w(T ) + w(B) = 2(r1 + r2) + 2. Similarly, h(L) = h(R), and, by Condition (1),
h(L) = r2 + ‖eL‖+ r3 and h(R) = r4 + ‖eR‖+ r1 .
Thus, if ‖eL‖ = 1, then
h(L) + h(R) = 2(r2 + r3) + 2 ,
and, if ‖eR‖ = 1, then
h(L) + h(R) = 2(r1 + r4) + 2 .
Furthermore observe that ‖eL‖ = 1 implies
r2 + r3 ≥ r1 + r4 ,
and that ‖eR‖ = 1 implies
r2 + r3 ≤ r1 + r4 .
Hence, if ‖eL‖ = 1 or ‖eR‖ = 1, then
h(L) + h(R) = r + |r2 + r3 − r1 − r4|
and eventually
peri(P ) = 3(r1 + r2) + (r3 + r4) + |r2 + r3 − r1 − r4|+ 4 . (3)
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Now, consider the remaining case when ‖eL‖ ≥ 2 and ‖eR‖ ≥ 2. We will observe that
this case can occur only if (r1, r2, r3, r4) is (r1, 0, r1, 0) or (0, r2, 0, r2). We will also observe
that then ‖eL‖ = ‖eR‖ = 2. Hence, we obtain that peri(P ) = 2r1 + 6 for case (r1, 0, r1, 0),
and peri(P ) = 2r2 + 6 for case (0, r2, 0, r2). For all other cases, Equation 3 holds.
To make these observations, we first apply the same contraction step as depicted in Fig. 26b
of Lemma 19. That is, we contract all horizontal segments of BL to length 1 by moving all their
right endpoints as far as possible to the left, and we contract all horizontal segments of BR to
length 1 by moving all their left endpoints as far as possible to the right. By this, all edges
of B except the bottom extreme edge have length 1, and the perimeter does not change. Next,
note that T and B have vertical distance 1 to each other. Otherwise, we could move B at least
one unit to the top by simultaneously shrinking eL and eB, and thus shrinking the perimeter
of P , a contradiction to the minimality of peri(P ). As T consists only of unit-length segments
(Conditions (1)–(2)), there is a vertex p in T having distance 1 to B.
First assume that p belongs to TR. We choose the rightmost such p. If p were a convex
vertex, then it would be the top endpoint of eR, and, hence, we would have ‖eR‖ = 1; a con-
tradiction to ‖eR‖ ≥ 2. Thus, p is a reflex vertex and therefore a left endpoint of a horizontal
edge pp′. Hence, the right endpoint p′ of pp′ is convex. Let e be the edge in B below pp′, that
is, the edge that crosses the same grid column as pp′. Observe that the distance between pp′
and e is at least 2. If it were 1, then the vertical edge p′p′′ incident to p′ would connect to e
(recall that p′ is convex). Hence, pp′ and e would be incident to eR = p′p′′, and again we would
have ‖eR‖ = 1; a contradiction. Thus, the distance between p and e is at least 2. Let q be the
point of B directly one unit below p. Then e lies at least one unit below q. Hence, q has to con-
nect to e via a vertical edge, and, consequently, q has to be a reflex vertex and belong to BL. By
Condition (1), the vertical edge connecting q and e has length 1, hence, the distance between pp′
and e is exactly 2. But now, either the bottom endpoint p′′ of p′p′′ has distance 1 to B, or p′′ lies
on B, that is, p′p′′ = eR. The former case contradicts our assumption that p is the rightmost
vertex of T having distance 1 to B. Thus, the latter case holds and pp′ and e are incident to eR.
Hence, ‖eR‖ = 2, e is the bottom extreme edge and has length ‖e‖ = 1, and BR is empty, that
is, r4 = 0. Thus, all horizontal edges in B have unit length. This property allows us to use the
same argument as above to show r2 = 0 and ‖eL‖ = 2. Given r1 + 1 = w(T ) = w(B) = r3 + 1,
we get r1 = r3.
Finally, assume that p belongs to TL. Then we can show in a similar way as above that we
are in case (0, r2, 0, r2), and, again, ‖eL‖ = ‖eR‖ = 2. Thus, our observation follows.
Theorem 6. Given an xy-monotone angle sequence S of length n, we can find a polygon P that
realizes S and minimizes its perimeter in O(n) time. Furthermore, if the lengths of the stair
sequences are given as above as a tuple ` where ` = (r1, r2, r3, r4), then peri(P ) can be expressed
as:
peri(P ) =

4r1 + 6 if ` = (r1, 0, r1, 0),
4r2 + 6 if ` = (0, r2, 0, r2),
3(r1 + r2) + (r3 + r4) + |r3 − (r1 − r2 + r4)|+ 4 otherwise.
4.2 The x-Monotone Case
A minimum height polygon P that realizes S can be computed in O(n2) time using dynamic
programming. Recall that a perimeter-canonical polygon of minimum height is a polygon of
minimum perimeter.
From right to left, let t1, . . . , tr(T ) be the horizontal edges in T and b1, b2, . . . , br(B) be
the horizontal edges in B. Recall our assumption r(T ) ≥ r(B). For i ≥ j ≥ 1, let A[i, j] be the
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Figure 30. Six situations when ti and bj are considered to fill A[i, j].
minimum height of the subpolygon formed with the first i horizontal edges from T and the first j
horizontal edges from B. Note that the leftmost vertical edge of the subpolygon whose minimum
height is stored in A[i, j] joins the left endpoints of ti and bj . To compute A[i, j], we attach
edges ti and bj to the upper and lower chains of the subpolygon constructed so far. Since ti
has unit length, either ti and bj are attached to the subpolygon with height of A[i− 1, j − 1]
or just ti is attached to the subpolygon with height of A[i− 1, j]. Figure 30 shows that there
are four cases, Cases a–d, for the first attachment and two cases, Cases e–f, for the second
attachment, according to the turns formed at the attachments.
Let u and v be the left end vertex of ti−1 and the right end vertex of ti, respectively. Let u′
and v′ be the right end vertex of bj and the left end vertex of bj−1, respectively. Notice that
both vertical edges (u, v) and (u′, v′) have unit length. As an example, let us explain how to
calculate A[i, j] when uv = LR and u′v′ = LR, which corresponds to Fig. 30b and Fig. 30f. We
set A[i, j] to the minimum height of the two possible attachments of Cases b and f. For now, con-
sider the height for Case b. If A[i− 1, j − 1] > 1, then ti and bj are attached to the subpolygon
as illustrated in Fig. 30b. Since edges (u, v) and (u′, v′) have unit length, A[i, j] = A[i− 1, j − 1].
In the other case, if A[i− 1, j − 1] = 1, then we can move the upper chain of the subpolygon
one unit upward without intersection so that ti and bj are safely attached to the subpoly-
gon with A[i, j] = 2. Note that this is the smallest possible value for A[i, j] given uv = LR
and u′v′ = LR. Thus, A[i, j] = max {A[i− 1, j − 1], 2}. The height for Case f should be at
least 1, so it is expressed as max {A[i− 1, j]− 1, 1}. Therefore,
A[i, j] = min {max {A[i− 1, j − 1], 2} ,max {A[i− 1, j]− 1, 1}} .
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For the other turns at uv and u′v′, we can similarly define the equations as follows:
A[i, j] =

undefined if i = 0, j = 0 or i < j,
1 if i = 1, j = 1,
A[i− 1, j] + 1 if uv = RL, j = 1,
max {A[i− 1, j]− 1, 1} if uv = LR, j = 1,
min {max {A[i− 1, j − 1], 2} , A[i− 1, j] + 1} if uv = RL, u′v′ = RL,
min {A[i− 1, j − 1] + 2, A[i− 1, j] + 1} if uv = RL, u′v′ = LR,
min {max {A[i− 1, j − 1], 2} ,
max {A[i− 1, j]− 1, 1}} if uv = LR, u′v′ = LR,
min {max {A[i− 1, j − 1]− 2, 1} ,
max {A[i− 1, j]− 1, 1}} if uv = LR, u′v′ = RL .
Evaluating each entry takes constant time, so the total time to fill A is O(n2). Using A, a
minimum-perimeter polygon can be reconstructed within the same time bound.
Theorem 7. Given an x-monotone angle sequence S of length n, we can find a polygon P that
realizes S and minimizes its perimeter in O(n2) time.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problem of drawing a polygon satisfying a given angle sequence
on a rectilinear grid such that its area, its bounding box, or its perimeter is minimized. We
have seen several efficient algorithms for x-monotone and xy-monotone variants of the problem
and have shown that the general variant is NP-hard for all three objectives. Hence, these results
raise the question about the approximability of the general problem. As a next step, one could
consider stepwise more complicated objects than polygons. Eventually, one would arrive at the
following general question: Given an orthogonal representation of a graph that specifies an angle
sequence for each edge and an angle for each vertex, draw the graph without crossings on an
integer grid realizing the orthogonal representation while minimizing the bounding box or the
perimeter. Patrigani [11] showed that this problem does not admit a PTAS unless P = NP, and
Bannister et al. [3] even rule out any subpolynomial factors for the non-planar case. It would
be interesting to give a non-trivial upper bound on the approximation ratio or to increase the
lower bound.
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